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2

1

A P P E A R A

2

FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT DIVISION:

3
4

5

~

C E S

MR. THOMAS SHINAS, Hearing Officer
MR. NICK VAN KLEECK, Water Resource Specialist
MS. TRACY HUGHES, General Counsel
Harold Runnels Building
1190 Saint Francis Drive
Santa Fe, New Mexico
87503

6

7

8
9

10

MR.

SHINAS:

Good morning to you.

I'd like to

My name is Tom Shinas.

I have been

11

introduce myself.

12

appointed the hearing officer in the matter of this public

13

hearing.

14

the record.

15

this public hearing to order.

I'd like to read an introductory statement into
So I will just say at this point I now call

It is October 24, 1989, and according to my

16

17

watch,

18

the director of the Environmental Improvement Division of

19

the Health and Environment Department to act as hearing

20

officer of this hearing this morning.

21

approximately 9:23 a.m.

I have been designated by

This public hearing is being conducted in

22

accordance with Section 74-4-4.2 NMSA 1978 of the New

23

Mexico Hazardous Waste Act and the Hazardous Waste

24

Management Regulations,

25

provide for notice and opportunity for public hearing.

Section 902.A and E, both of which
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1

I do not act as a judge in this hearing,

nor do I

2

make a recommendation on the permit application to the

3

director of EID.

4

of this hearing is complete and to ensure that all

5

interested persons are given a reasonable chance to submit

6

data, views or arguments orally or in written and to

7

examine witnesses testifying at the hearing as required by

8

statute.

My role is to make sure that the record

Please keep in mind that this is a draft permit,

9

10

that any information provided in this hearing may result in

11

modification of the permit by EID staff before it is

12

presented to the director for final action.

13

the information gathered at this hearing will form part of

14

the total administrative record from which the

15

Environmental Improvement Division director will make a

16

decision as to whether to modify,

17

operating permit.

18

Additionally,

grant or deny the

The subject of this public hearing is EID's

19

proposed draft permit "Kirtland Air Force Base Resource

20

Conservation And Recovery Act Operating Permit New Mexico

21

9570024423'' to operate a hazardous waste storage facility.

22

There will be two separate hearings on this

23

permit.

One is regarding EID's draft permit for a

24

container storage unit,

25

OEnvironmental Protection Act's draft permit on the cleanup

and two,

is regarding the US
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1

of solid waste management units,

2

waste minimization.

3

public information and

This hearing will only pertain to the EID portion
Because of differences in the

4

of the draft permit.

5

statutory authority controlling the state regulated

6

portions of the permit and the federal regulated portions

7

of the permit, EID and EPA are holding separate hearings.

8

The EPA hearing will be held tomorrow, October 25,

9

from three PM until eight thirty PM at this same location,

10

1989,

the Albuquerque Public Library, Fifth and Copper.
The purpose of this hearing, EID's hearing,

11

is to

12

give the public an opportunity to provide information that

13

the director may use in making the decision as to whether

14

to modify,

15

we start with testimony,

16

explain the procedures we will follow in this public

17

hearing.

18

issue or deny this permit to Kirtland.

Before

it may be helpful for me to

Copies of the order of proceedings that will

19

follow today are available to you and can be found in the

20

back of the room,

21

the fact that they are back there.

22

have one,

23

able to know what is happening and what will be coming next

24

during this hearing.

25

up is entitled,

and I ' l l stop at this point and verify
If you don't already

I suggest you pick up a copy so that you will be

Another handout you may wish to pick

"List of EID's Prepared Exhibits," which
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1

describes the exhibits EID intends to put into the record

2

during this hearing.

3

for the record by Kirtland and by members of the public at

4

appropriate times during this hearing.

Additionally,

exhibits may be offered

5

In addition to written exhibits,

6

be taken from anyone who cares to testify.

7

is taken down by a court reporter.

8

testify as a witness will be asked to sign up on the

9

witness sign-up sheet at the back of the room.

10

verify again,

11

MS.

12

attendance.

13

MR.

testimony will
This testimony

Anyone who wishes to

I'd like to

is that sheet back there?

HUGHES:

SHINAS:

It's part of the sign-up sheet of

Thank you.

All witness will be required

14

to testify under oath, or alternately,

15

she will testify truthfully,

16

or other objections prevent the witness from taking a

17

nor:r.al oath.

18

for the record will be subject to examination by any

19

interested party or persons involved in this hearing.

20

affirming that he or

should the witness' religious

You must be aware that any statement you make

This hearing will not follow the formal rules of

21

evidence as used in courts, but I will limit testimony

22

which is irrelevant, redundant or unduly repetitious.

23

decision as to whether such testimony is redundant or

24

unduly repetitious will be made by me as the hearing

25

officer.
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6

As hearing officer,

1

I will rule whether evidence

2

or exhibits may be admitted into the record and any motions

3

or objections made.

4

portion of the draft permit.

5

concerning the EPA portion of the draft permit are not

6

relevant to this proceeding.

7

to ask their questions of that nature at the EPA hearing

8

scheduled for tomorrow.

9

This hearing applies only to the EID
Questions and testimony

The public will be requested

Because there may be matters presented at this

10

hearing today that were not foreseen prior to the hearing,

11

I reserve the right to hold the hearing record open for

12

further comments in the form of written statements or for a

13

limited period of time after the close of this hearing.

14

will make that decision at the close of this hearing.

15

are a few brief ground rules for this hearing:

16

Here

One, witnesses will be allowed to say whatever

17

they think is relevant to the subject matter of this

18

hearing,

19

authority to limit testimony that is repetitious, or is

20

clearly not relevant to the EID portion of the permit.

21

Witnesses will please answer questions as concisely as

22

possible.

23

I

although I, as hearing officer, reserve the

Number two,

I intend that this will be a

24

courteous and orderly proceeding, so please keep in mind

25

that everyone is entitled to respect and that only one
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1

person,

and that is the witness,

2

for the record at any one time.

3

reporter obviously can only take down one person at a time.
Number three,

4

will be allowed to speak
In addition,

the court

if you have questions of a witness,

5

you will be given an opportunity to ask questions at the

6

conclusion of the witness'

7

cross examination period for that witness.

8

permitted to interrupt a witness during direct testimony.
Number four,

9

direct testimony, during the
You will not be

when you have a question of a

10

witness,

please keep in mind the distinction between cross

11

examination of a witness and testifying on your own behalf

12

as a witness.

13

means sign on that sign-in sheet,

14

witness list.

15

in the gist of questioning the witness because I will not

16

permit you to do that.

17

For example,

If you have something to contribute, by all

However,

sign-up sheet,

the

please do not try to make a speech

it may be necessary to make a brief

18

statement of reference to what the witness has testified to

19

in order to make your question understandable.

20

perfectly correct, and as long as you're not speaking as a

21

witness while cross examining someone else.

22

that you have prepared a written statement, you may simply

23

submit that statement.

24

a witness and offer to be cross examined on the content of

25

your written statement.

That is

In the event

However, you should also sign up as
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1

This hearing is being recorded by the Howard

2

Henry Company and a transcript will be furnished to all

3

persons for review at EID's Santa Fe office and in this

4

library.

5

costs of one with the court reporter company.

6

If you want a copy, you may request and pay the

If there are -- are there any questions at this

7

point?

8

in offering its prepared exhibits and then to make its

9

presentation.

10
11

If not, we will proceed by asking EID to

EID representatives will,

co~mence

I'm sure,

introduce themselves for the record.
MS. HUGHES:

Good morning, Mr. Hearing Officer, members

12

of the public.

13

general counsel for the Environmental Improvement Division

14

Health and Environment Department.

15

exhibits it would like to offer into the record.

16
17
18
19
20

21
22

My name is Tracy Hughes.

I'm an assistant

The division has six

Exhibit number one is the legal notice for the notice
of public hearing for this hearing.
EID Exhibit Number Two is the proof of publication
from the "Albuquerque Journal".
EID Exhibit Number Three is the order of proceedings
that will be followed in this hearing.
EID Exhibit Number Four is the fact sheet that was

23

developed by EID and sent earlier to all interested

24

persons.

25

EID Exhibit Number Five is the permit itself for
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1

Kirtland Air Force Base.

2

EID Exhibit Number Six is the sign-in sheet in this

3

public hearing which is located outside this room and we

4

will ask it be incorporated into the record at the end of

5

the hearing.

6

Mr. Hearing Officer,

the Environmental Improvement

7

Division moves that these exhibits be admitted into the

8

record.

9

MR.

10
11
12
13

14

SHINAS:

They have been accepted.

(THEREUPON, EID Exhibits One through Six were admitted
into the record.)
MS. HUGHES:

We

~ould

like to proceed at this time with

our written -- or our presentation.
MR. VAN KLEECK:

Good morning.

Mr. Van Kleeck?
My name is Nick Van

15

Kleeck,

16

Hazardous Waste Bureau of the Environmental Improvement

17

Division for the State of New Mexico.

18

science in conservation and resource studies from the

19

University of California,

20

State for approximately fourteen months.

21

person responsible for reviewing Kirtland's permit

22

application and in preparing the draft permit for EID.

23

and I'm a water resource specialist in the

I have a bachelor of

Berkeley and I have been with the
I'm the principal

I'm going to start off by trying to give you a

24

brief overview of the hazardous waste laws and the permit

25

process,

and then I ' l l go over the specifics and the State
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1
2

portion of Kirtland's permit.
The law which brin9s us here today is called "The

3

Resource Conservation And Recovery Act," commonly referred

4

to by its acronym,

5

to address growing problems of waste management.

6

Congress passes a law,

7

and the specifics of implemeQting that law are

8

turned over to an agency such as EPA.

9

regulations which are very specific, detailed sets of

RCRA.

It was passed by Congress in 1976
When

it is usually worded quite generally
usua~ly

EPA then develops

10

procedures and requirements to carry out the broadly-worded

11

intentions of Congress.

12

The RCRA are regulations regarding hazardous

13

waste and are contained in the 40 CFR,

14

Federal Regulations,

15

purple book right here.

that's the Code Of

Part 260 through 271.

That's this

16

You'll probably hear during the course of the day

17

referring to the regs and this is what we're talking about.

18

The regs are probably the single most important document

19

for understanding RCRA.

20

street, so to speak,

21

are laid out.

22

November 19, 1980.

23

That's where the law hits the

and the specifics of implementation

These regulations became effective on
That's an important date to remember.

During the course of the next couple of days,

They're referring

24

may hear people use the term pre-RCRA.

25

to activities that took place before this date.
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When RCRA

11
1

first got going,

it was carried on solely by the EPA and

2

the federal government.

3

about the RCRA program is that it was designed from the

4

beginning to be gradually taken over by the states.

5

that want to take responsibility for the program must

6

develop laws and regulations that are equivalent to the

7

federal laws.

8

both the necessary laws and the trained personnel to take

9

over the program,

One of the more confusing things

States

When EPA is satisfied that the state has

they grant authorizations to that state.

10

From that point forward,

11

writing permits,

12

against violators.

13

revoke the State's authorization if it isn't doing a good

14

job.

15

the state is responsible for

conducting inspections,

and taking action

EPA retains oversight authority and can

New Mexico is an authorized state and as such,

16

has laws and regulations equivalent to the federal law.

17

New Mexico law equivalent to RCRA is the New Mexico

18

Hazardous Waste Act,

19

New Mexico Hazardous Waste Management Regulations, referred

20

to in shorthand as HWMR-5.

21

In

and the New Mexico regulations are the

New Mexico has adopted the federal regulations
Our regulations consists of about

22

virtually word for word.

23

ten or eleven pages which change names and addresses and

24

then reference this book here,

25

at the citations in our permit, you'll see them as HWMR-5,

and that's why if you look
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1

Part 5,

40 CFR, Section 264.13,

and so on.

2

you can simply use this book to look up the State

3

regulations.
Now it starts to get complicated.

4

And that's why

In 1984,

5

Congress passed the Hazardous And Solid Waste Amendments to

6

the original RCRA Act.

7

number of new requirements for hazardous waste management,

8

and in order to stay authorized,

9

programs to incorporate these changes.

These HSWA amendments laid out a

10

however,

11

have their own programs for HSWA,

12

regulations and manpower,

states have to amend their
In the interim,

EPA enforces the new requirements until the states
and in terms of both

have their programs up to speed.

13

New Mexico hasn't adopted all of the incorporated

14

changes yet and that's why there's going to be two separate

15

hearings and two separate permits.

16

of those portions the State hasn't yet adopted.

17

EPA will be the manager

I'd like to focus now on the permit process
Under RCRA,

any facility that treats,

stores or

18

itself.

19

disposes of hazardous waste is required to apply for a

20

permit.

21

prior to November, 1980 that are pre-RCRA,

22

automatically granted interim status to allow them to

23

continue to operate until the State can process their

24

permit.

25

the basic set of permit status regulations,

Facilities like Kirtland that were in operation

In other words,

are

as long as they can comply with
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they can keep

13
1

doing what they're doing until the State reviews their

2

applications,

3

and if it's warranted,

issue a permit.

The facilities submit a permit application

4

providing comprehensive information about site

5

characterization, building designs and management

6

practices,

7

it is, what it looks like and how they handle it.

8

overhead shows you some of the contents of the application.

9

the nuts and bolts of what they're doing, where
This

First, when we receive their application, we

10

review it for completeness, and this doesn't mean when we

11

declare it complete,

12

correct or that all the information is adequate.

13

means that all these permits will at least be reviewed.

14

it doesn't necessarily mean it's
It just

When it is complete, we begin a technical review

15

and work with the facility,

in this case Kirtland,

to

16

modify any portions of the application that are incorrect

17

or inadequate.

18

Now,

all of the plans that you see up here on the

19

screen become or are incorporated directly into the permit

20

as attachments,

21

those and reviewing them in conjunction with the facility

22

so they meet the requirements of the regulations,

23

waste analysis,

24

direct portions of the permit.

25

the facility designs may be required and certain aspects of

so we spend quite a bit of time modifying

security plan,

all the

inspection plan become
In addition, revisions to
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1

the building design will become an attachment to the permit

2

as well.
I've got a second overhead here.

3

4

more,

5

submit as part of the permit application.

6

information is present,

.,
I

State,

just the information requirements that they have to
Once all the

the plans are acceptable,

in this case me, writes a draft permit .

8

explain the permit generically,

9

permit point by point in just a minute,

10

These are some

the

P-.a ther than

I ' l l go with Kirtland's
and I think you'll

see how permits are set up.
When the draft permit is ready, we publish a

11
12

public notice in the newspaper making an announcement on

13

the radio and send the fact sheet to those members of the

14

public that have indicated their interest that are on our

15

mailing list.

16

available for public review for a minimum of forty-five

17

days and during that time,

18

on it.

19

interested person can request a public hearing as was the

20

case with this permit.

21

We place a copy of the draft permit

any of these groups can comment

And during the public comment period,

Once a public hearing is completed,

any

if there is

22

one and the comment period ends and all the comments are

23

received, we respond to each comment in writing, we

24

incorporate any changes we feel are necessary as a result

25

of the comments, and make a recommendation to the director
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1

either to deny the permit or modify or issue the permit as

2

written.

3

board,

This permit can then be appealed to our governing

the Environmental Improvement Board.
Before I get into the nuts and bolts of

4

5

Kirtland's permit,

6

division between EID's and EPA's portion of the permit.

7

I

just want to explain briefly again the

The State's

portio~

of

~he

permit what I ' l l be

8

talking about today is concerned with the day-to-day

9

management of hazardous waste at the base because these

10

requirements were part of the original RCRA Act.

11

The EPA portion deals with the requirements that

12

came in under the HSWA amendments.

13

the State's not authorized for,

14

be almost exclusively dealing with the three container

15

storage buildings,

16

with the corrective action,

17

cleanup of both disposal sites.

18

The newer requirements

so our permit is going to

and EPA's permit is largely concerned
the investigation and potential

I'd like to go on and discuss Kirtland's permits.

19

This map is just to show you in a very general sense where

20

the buildings are.

21

three container storage buildings.

22

south,

23

a little bit better,

24

center is the new building, 1024.

25

Mateo on Kirtland Road,

Kirtland has applied for a permit for
Building 615 is just

and I ' l l have some closeup maps here so you can see
is south of the runways.

In the

It's just east of San

and Building 2809,
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which I ' l l refer

16
1

to as the bunker or igloo,

is on the extension of

2

Pennsylvania Avenue just past the Tijeras Arroyo.
Building 615 as I said,

3
4

areas,

5

designed for ammunition storage and it consists of -- these

6

are six individual doors leading into separate rooms.

7

is about seven feet deep.

8

approximately the size of a small walk-in refrigerator.

9

these are all isolated from each other,

10

I've got a picture of it.

south of the runway
It was originally

As you go into each room,

This
it's
So

and this is about

forty feet in this direction.

11

You can see the doors are raised from the ground,

12

so if there is a spill,

13

building,

even if the doors are open.
Building 2809,

14

it will be contained within the

that is the igloo or bunker,

this
It's

15

is Tijeras Arroyo here coming down to the southeast.

16

often what is referred to as the igloo area.

17

designed for ammunition storage as was 615.

18

pictures of it, partially bermed with earth.

19

twenty-six feet wide and sixty feet back into the picture,

20

sort of like an airplane hangar curved on the roof.

Again,
Here's a
It's

That's

I don't have a picture of building 1024.

21

it was

22

the new building, but I can show you a more closeup of the

23

location.

24

complete and has been built right in here.

25

This is San Mateo, Kirtland Road,

1024 is

What's going to be in these buildings?
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I've got

17
1

several overheads showing you the wastes that are going to

2

be stored.

3

reasons,

4

characteristics of hazardous wastes or if it is

5

specifically listed by name by EPA in the 40 CFR.

Waste can be regulated as hazardous for two

if it exhibits any of four specified

The D wastes are the characteristic wastes and

6
7

there are four characteristics:

8

corrosives, which are your acids,

9

reactives,

Flammables or ignitables,
and bases.

D003 is your

those are wastes which can spontaneously

10

decompress or explode or emit poisonous gasses and the

11

heavy metals and a few pesticides.

12

are largely the heavy metals.

The higher D numbers

The other type -- all the other wastes are listed

13

The F wastes are solvents, K wastes are wastes

14

wastes.

15

from specifically named industrial processes such as to

16

separate sludge from oil refineries,

17

commercial chemical products which are considered wastes if

18

they're spilled or discarded.

19

the P and U wastes are

The numbers that you see up here are Kirtland's

20

estimates of the maximum amounts of each waste code they

21

would have in storage at any one time.

22

the largest amounts are your solvents, and going back to

23

this first overhead, your ignitable wastes, your flammables

24

and your corrosives.

25

Kirtland generates hazardous waste largely as a result of

You can see that

And the reason for that is that
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1

their vehicle maintenance and aircraft maintenance

2

activities,

3

solvents are things like engine cleaners, corrosion

4

inhibitors, waste paint and paint thinners, waste jet fuel,

5

battery acid, dry cleaning solvents.

6

so what you're seeing in these flammables and

Kirtland is also a research facility and the

7

smal:er amounts of the individual waste codes are largely

8

coming out of the research laboratories.

9

the end give you the maximum storage capacity of each of

10

the three buildings, about thirty-seven thousand gallons

11

for the new building, 1024; a little over eight thousand

12

for the bunker,

13

holding about nine hundred ninety gallons and they'll

14

mostly be storing smaller containers,

15

gallon drums in 615.

16

These numbers at

2809; and then 615, one much smaller,

less than fifty-five

I want to talk a little bit about the structure

17

of the permit itself.

This is an overhead of the table of

18

contents of the Kirtland permit, and you can see that it's

19

divided into modules and each module has a series of

20

attachments.

21

the permitee and the rights of the state.

22

modules,

23

contain language that is largely the same from permit to

24

permit.

25

that are specific to Kirtland are outlined.

The modules are where we list the duties of
They set up the

set up the legal framework and so the modules

The attachments are where the individual practices
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1

that the modules set up the rules and then the attachments

2

detail how the permitee in this case,

3

meet those rulP-s.

Kirtland,

is going to

If you look at the attachments to rr.odule two,

4

5

can see that there are those plans that we saw in the

6

permit application incorporated as attachments to the

7

permit,

so Kirtland in the application process,

8

a plan.

We modify it to make sure it meets the

9

regulations,

10

you

submits us

then it becomes an attachment to the permit

and Kirtland is required to follow it.

11

Module two then consists largely of these plans

12

and procedures such as procedures for waste analysis,

13

procedures in the events of a spill,

14

schedule of when they must inspect.

i t contains the

Module three is the one that's devoted

15

That's the one I'd like

16

specifically to container storage.

17

to concentrate on now.

18

concerned about as regulators in a container storage

19

building?
Well,

20

What are the issues that we're

containers occasionally leak or are

So you want a container storage building to be

21

spilled.

22

designed so if there is a spill,

23

environment and Kirtland's building,

24

recessed areas that will hold any liquids that are spilled.

25

i t doesn't escape to the
you have curbed or

These containment areas must have a capacity to
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1

hold ten percent of the er.tire volume of waste in that area

2

and the entire volume of the largest container in that

3

area.

4

good condition.

5

gaps so if there is a spill, you have to fill in any crack

6

that develops that could allow a spill to escape.

7

containment system also has to be designed to -- so that

8

any spills will not remain in contact with containers.

9

Containers are usually elevated off the floor or the floor

The containment system must also be maintained in
It must be maintained free of cracks and

The

10

can be sloped so that liquid drains away from the container

11

and you don't have a container sitting in a pool of waste.

12

The containers themselves must be in good
They can't be rusty,

leaking, bulging,

and so

13

condition.

14

we have requirements in the permit that if any of these

15

conditions are found,

16

sound container.

17

don't want the waste in the container to eat through the

18

container,

19

be compatible with the material the container is made out

20

of.

21

that waste has to be transferred to a

You don't want your container -- you

and so we have a requirement that the waste must

For example, most of your corrosives will usually

22

be stored in a polyethylene drum rather than a steel drum

23

so that the corrosive material wouldn't eat through the

24

steel.

25

Handling of containers.

Containers must be kept
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1

closed at all times except when waste is being added or

2

removed.

3

inspected at least weekly and areas that are in use have to

4

be inspected daily in areas where wastes are handled.

5

Kirtland will be inspecting each of these buildings at a

6

minimum of every week,

7

being used,

8

inspected on a daily basis.

9

Inspections of container storage areas have to be

So

and when the buildings are actively

waste being moved in and out,

they'll be

There are some special concerns related to the

10

handling of ignitable,

11

big one is fire prevention.

12

with spark-proof

13

generate a spark and touch off vapors.

14

are limited in their stack height.

15

complying with the National Fire Protection Association

16

Code.

17

containers two drums high.

18

three drums high.

19

reactive or incompatible wastes.

equi~ment

The buildings are equipped
such that the equipment won't
Ignitable wastes

Kirtland will be

That means they'l only be stacking ignitable
Other wastes can be stacked

Fire suppression equipment is required that

20

Kirtland is required to have fire extinguishers and water

21

at adequate volumes and pressure to supply fire fighting

22

needs,

23

so that buildup of vapors can be removed.

24

25

A

and the buildings are also equipped with ventilation

Incompatible wastes.

Certain types of waste when

mixed together can result in a fire or release of a
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The main procedure to

1

poisonous gas.

2

keep these wastes physically separated,

3

show you how this is done.

4

plan.

this is to

and I'd like to

I have a very simplified floor

This is the new building,

5

pr~vent

1024,

and as you can

6

see,

they will be storing different types of waste.

The

7

building is divided into several bays or rooms and they

8

will be storing different types of waste in

9

So even if there is a spill of two or more liquids,

rooms.

s~parate

liquids

10

which could react violently if mixed,

the liquids will be

11

kept separate by walls and by the containment system and

12

you'll see that in just a minute a little bit closer.

13

They also have self-containing closets which can

14

provide an additional level of protection so that in small

15

containers which might spill inside a closet, will not

16

actually even get into the room.

17

within that closet,

18

just a minute.

19

It will be contained

and I'll show you a picture of that in

Let's take a look now at some of the safety
These are an artist's rendition

20

features in the building.

21

of the new building, 1024.

22

containers.

23

leak,

24

are bolted to the walls for extra support.

25

emergency lights,

You can see the waste is in

It's elevated on shelves so that if there is a

the waste won't be in contact with it.

The shelves
You've got

this is panic hardware, what they call
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1

panic hardware on the door so if someone needs to exit,

2

they don't have to fumble with a latch or door knob.
You can see that the door has a raised threshold

3

4

so if there is a spill and someone has to exit,

5

can't get out the door.

6

system which is activated by a heat sensitive alarm.
W~'ve

7

the waste

You can see the overhead sprinkler

got a second picture looking -- this is

8

looking out of the building.

This is an outer door and now

9

if you turn around a hundred eighty degrees and look into

10

the building, here you can see the closets.

I was talking

11

about each of these shelves has a containment pan,

12

there is a leak,

so if

it will never escape the closet.

You can see the ventilation system which will

13
14

remove buildup of vapors and you can now -- you're now

15

looking into the main hallway.

It's ramped up into the

16

hallway so if there is a spill,

it will remain in the room

17

and not get out into the center hallway.

18

This door is a roll-up door which will be closed

19

automatically if the fire detection system detects a fire.
I think that's about it,

20
21

22

presentation.
MR.

SHINAS:

and that's the end of my

I will be happy to respond to questions.
As a matter of procedure,

if you would

23

like to respond to questions of him -- do you want to make

24

an additional statement?

25

MS. HUGHES:

No.

Any questions now?
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1

2
3

MR. VAN KLEECK:

If I could just take a minute and

remove this -- I'll leave it up for now.
MR.

SHINAS:

We are open now to any questions you may

4

have of the presentation given in this case.

5

to ask any question with regard to the presentation at this

6

point?

I see a hand.
Would you stand please,

7

8
9

10

13

loudly state your name

and representation.
MR. DETLEFSEN:

I'm Bruce Detlefsen with the Defense

Plant Wastes.
When do you anticipate that the director will

11

12

Anyone like

make a decision on the permit?
MR. VAN KLEECK:

Well,

I

will be reviewing all the

14

comments both at this hearing and the written comments we

15

received.

16

would estimate that it would be approximately between two

17

weeks and a month when I would send up my recommendation to

18

the director.

19

depending on the internal review that's necessary.

20

I will be making modifications to the permit.

It could probably be as much as six weeks

MS. HUGHES:

I might add that if this hearing is left

21

open, we would not encompass all this information until

22

this matter is closed.

23

decision.

24

within so many days to make a decision, but as Nick's

25

response is,

The hearing officer will make that

The director by regulation is not required

it won't be for,

you know,

six weeks,
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1

approximately.
I might follow up with that in after the

2

3

appeal -- the director has final decision.

4

director has made a decision,

5

the regulation reads,

6

permit, may appeal the director's decision."

After the

any interested person or as

"Any person adversely affected by the

It's our Hazardous Waste Management Regulation-5,

7

It's for the appeal process, after the final

8

Section 92G.

9

decision is made,

any adversely affected person may appeal

10

to the Environmental Improvement Board with a written

11

petition within thirty days of the director's decision.

12

MR. SHINAS:

Any other questions?

Please stand and state your name, who you

13

there.

14

represent?
My name is Paul Robinson.

MR. ROBINSON:
16

I see a hand back

I am with the

Southwest Research And Information Center.
Thank you.

17

MR. SHINAS:

18

MR. ROBINSON:

19

MR. VAN KLEECK:

20

MR. ROBINSON:

Good morning, Mr. Van Kleeck.
Good morning.
I have a series of questions that relate

21

to some topics we discussed in some of the previous

22

meetings and some of the material you just presented.

23

I'm wondering with respect to the Building 1024,

24

what kind of accident or release scenarios have you

25

considered in analyzing that facility?
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1

MR.

Okay.

VANKLEECK:.

Largely we look at

2

possibilities of a fire,

3

they were to escape the facility.

4

5
6

7
8

9

MR. ROBINSON:

Have you considered any on-site

locations in your analysis with respect to accidents?
I guess -- I assume -- can you clarify

MR. VAN KLEECK:
that a little bit?
MR. ROBINSON:

Any alternative locations other than the

sites selected for Building 1024?

10

MR. VAN KLEECK:

11

MR. ROBINSON:

12

MR. VANKLEECK:.

13
14
15

an explosion or a spill in which

I have not.
It's not part of your review?
No,

I have assessed the legality and

adequacy of the sites that are submitted by Kirtland.
MR. ROBINSON:

That doesn't include any alternative

sites?

16

MR. VAN KLEECK:

17

MR. ROBINSON:

That's correct,
Thank you.

it does not.

Have you considered any of

18

the accident scenarios related to the transportation of the

19

waste to and from the proposed facility?

20

MR. VAN KLEECK:

I

have considered in reviewing the

21

contingency plan, which is an attachment to the permit,

22

have considered the effects of a transportation accident

23

within the facility boundaries,

24

assessed Kirtland's response capability for that type of an

25

incident, but I have not assessed the effects of an

the base boundaries, and
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1
2

incident outside the base boundary.
MR. ROBINSON:

My understanding is that this permit,
diff~rent

3

while it will allow several

4

techniques, will not allow disposal of RCRA listed wastes

5

upon the base.

6

MR. VAN KLEECK:

7

MR. ROBINSON:

8

MR. VAN KLEECK:

9

MR. ROBINSON:

10

waste handling

Disposal -RCRA listed wastes.
Yes,

it will not allow disposal.

The waste storage at 1024 will need to

be transported off base --

11

MR. VAN KLEECK:

12

MR. ROBINSON:

That's correct.
-- as part of the permit,

and so there

13

is clearly going to be transportation of these hazardous

14

materials off base as a result of the permit,

15

of which have not been assessed in your review?

16

MR. VAN KLEECK:

17

MS. HUGHES:

Yes,

I'd say that's correct.

I might add that that would be controlled

18

under regulations,

19

Transportation or another agency.

20

the scope of just a storage permit.

21
22

Go ahead,
MR. ROBINSON:

I believe,

by the Department of
That would not be within

excuse me.
So there's been a review of the off base

23

transportation accident potential by DOT,

24

of, public transportation?

25

MS. HUGHES:

the effects

I'm not aware of that.
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1

MR. VAN KLEECK:

No,

I don't believe so.

Under RCRA,

2

transporters of hazardous waste are essentially required to

3

comply with DOT regulations and that is assumed to be if

4

RCRA regulations assume that if they're meeting DOT,

5

they're at --

6

MR. ROBINSON:

7

used off base,

8

assessment?

9

Thank you.

that

Now the route that will be

has that been considered at all in your

MR. VAN KLEECK:

Well,

I checked on that after the last

10

information meeting and the contractor entrance to Building

11

1024 is the Truman Gate.

12
13

MR. ROBINSON:

Now,

the Truman Gate is on Truman Avenue

or Road which leads to Gibson Boulevard; is that correct?

14

MR. VAN KLEECK:

15

MR. ROBINSON:

Yes.
So Gibson Boulevard would be the main

16

route in and out of the base to the interstate or to other

17

locations?

Would that be a reasonable assumption?

18

MR. VAN KLEECK:

19

MR. ROBINSON:

I

think so.

And there are residential/commercial

20

installations along Gibson,

21

waste hauled away from 1024?

22

MR. VAN KLEECK:

Yes.

the route that will be used by

I might point out it's the route

23

that is currently in use by waste hauling companies and

24

would be used whether or not this permit is issued from

25

Kirtland even if they are under a ninety-day generator
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1

status.

2

I guess what I'm trying to say is that this

3

permit will not materially affect whether waste is

4

transported or not.

5

6
7

MR. ROBINSON:

All the waste that's stored under

interim status is also transported off site?
Yes,

MR. VA.N KLEECK:

it would be the same under -- if

8

this permit were denied,

9

ninety-day generator status.

10

MR. ROBINSON:

it would be transported under

Thank you .

Have you or the permittee

11

assessed alternative transportation routes on the base to

12

provide this outlet for waste through a less well-traveled

13

route?

14

MR. VANKLEECK:.

Kirtland has identified all the

15

national routes of evacuation in the event of the main

16

route being closed off, but as far as I -- there hasn't

17

really been a comparison of alternate routes within the

18

base just for routine transportation.

19

MR. ROBINSON:

So consideration of a route which might

20

move the hazardous waste south to a south gate hasn't been

21

considered actively,

22

MR. VAN KLEECK:

23

MR. ROBINSON:

24
25

to your knowledge?
No,

it hasn't.

There are paved routes on the base that

might provide that access,
MR. VAN KLEECK:

is that correct?

I believe you're correct.
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1

check the map to see where we'd actually end up and whether

2

it's paved the entire distance.

3

MR. ROBINSON:

Thank you.

Moving to some other issues.

4

The provision the Section II.B.2 of the draft permit allows

5

off site waste to be received by the permittee; is that

6

correct?

7

MR. VAN KLEECK:

8

MR. ROBINSON:

9

10

That's correct.
Is there a volume limitation on the

amount of off site waste that could be received?
MR. VAN KLEECK:

No,

there's just a limitation on the

11

total storage volume of the buildings, so that if there's

12

room in the buildings,

13

waste.

14

15
16
17
18

MR. ROB INS ON: .

that can be taken up by off site

Is there a limitation on the types of

waste that can be received from an off site source?
It's limited to the waste which

MR. VAN KLEECK:

Kirtland has identified that they are going to store.
MR. ROBINSON:

It couldn't be other kinds of chemicals,

19

it would only be what Kirtland has agreed to as the permit

20

to store

21

MR. VANKLEECK:

22

MR. ROBINSON:

23

military facilities?

24
25

That's right.
Is this off site waste limited to other

MR. VAN KLEECK:

That is the stated intention of

Kirtland and I would have to go back and see how that's
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1

written carefully to see if it is restricted in the

2

language to military activities.

3

present that it's quite that specific.

4

MR. ROBINSON:

I don't believe at

On page 2-2 of the permit is where I

5

find Section II.B.2. To me, it reads "When the permittee is

6

to receive waste from an off site source,

7

sourc~

that off site

is not qualified in any way."

8

MR. VAN KLEECK:

9

MR. ROBINSON:

Look likes require,

correct.

The intent is to limit this to other

10

military installations?

11

MR. VANKLEECK:.

Yes,

the waste will be handled at

12

Kirtland by Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office

13

which is probably known as some as the salvage arm of the

14

Department of Defense,

15

ability to accept waste from other military activities in

16

the region as part of their charter from DOD.

17

and they are required to have the

I am informed by Kirtland that this is not --

18

virtually all of the waste designated for this storage

19

facility will be coming from Kirtland, but there are no

20

restrictions in the reg as to percentages.

21

MR. ROBINSON:

Thank you.

I appreciate that

Now, when you describe the intent as

22

explanation.

23

having -- as to provide for other DRMO's to use the waste

24

that would a limitation that would be included in II.B.2 to

25

limit the potential off site sources?
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MR. VAN KLEECK:

I think it could be, yes.

I think I

2

could be restricted to other military activities,

3

would have to sit down with our attorneys and the

4

regulations to see whether we would have the ability to

5

place that restriction.

6

MR. ROBINSON:

but I

As you understand the proposed activity,

7

that would not restrict the purposes to which the permittee

8

is planning on?

9

10
11

12
13

MR. VAN KLEECK:

That's correct

1

that would be in line

with what their stated intention is.
These DRMO's,

MR. ROBINSON:

these would be -- we would

not be talking about Army, Marine -They would be serving all DOD

MR. VAN KLEECK:

14

facilities

15

Guard installations and various military locations within

16

the region.

17

Holloman,

there's three in the state,

18

you know,

approximately a third of the state and perhaps a

19

little bit of neighboring states.

20

for the entire southwest.

21

1

so I believe they get waste from the National

I think there is at least one other DRMO,

MR. ROBINSON:

so this is serving,

It's not the only one

So DOD facilities might include diverse

22

military and commercial tenants as does Kirtland Base;

23

isn't that correct?

24

MR. VAN KLEECK:

25

MR. ROBINSON:

Yes,

that's correct.

And those commercial or waste might be
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1

included in the waste load that would come from a DRMO from

2

a base operator,

is that your understanding?

MR. VAN KLEECK:

3

I'm not sure if Kirtland provides a

4

waste disposal service to its tenants,

5

tenants.
Thank you.

MR. ROBINSON:

6

Now,

to its commercial

there is a major tenant

7

on Kirtland Base, Sandia National Labs,

8

Energy facility.

9

DRMO, but they will have their own facility,

10

a Department of

They're a tenant which is not using the
is that

correct?
MR. VAN KLEECK:

11

Sandia's waste is handled separately.

12

They dispose of it on their own and they will be -- they're

13

currently unjer interim status and will have their -- they

14

have an interim status container storage facility which has

15

an

applicati~n

pending for their own permit.

MR. ROBIJ:ISON:

16

Thank you.

And so II.B.2 as written

17

would allow off site sources such as Sandia to use Kirtland

18

Base but that's not the proposed plan of operation, is that

19

correct?
MR. VAN KLEECK:

20
21
22

I

think that's right as it's written

now.
MR. ROBINSON:

Thank you.

23

the other off site facilities,

24

limited to instate DRMO's.

25

MR. VAN KLEECK:

I

Now, the waste coming from
are those going to be

just want to clarify.
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1

usually the storage facility itself,

2

coming from other DRMO's.

3

activities such as a guard anr.ex or a training location.

4

It wouldn't be sent usually from one DRMO to another.

6
7

It would be coming from other

There is as written,

5

there is no restriction on

whether it's from New Mexico or from another state.
MR. ROBINSON:

So it would not necessarily come from a

8

base operator or storage facility?

9

individual generator to that base?

10

MR. VAN KLEECK:

11

MR. ROBINSON: .

12
13

14

15

so it wouldn't be

It could come from an

That's a more likely scenario, yes.
Now,

is this hazardous waste going to

be coming by ground transportation or air?
I would assume by ground

MR. VAN KLEECK:
transportation.
MR. ROBINSON:

Would that be a limitation you might

16

consider including in the permit to require ground

17

transportation?

18

I don't believe that we would have the

MR. VAN KLEECK:

19

authority to place such a restriction.

20

a comment,

21

have that authority.

22

I

think it's -- as

I will consider that and see whether we need to

MR. ROBINSON:

Thank you very much.

Now,

any DRMO

23

any off site waste would need to be using the Gibson

24

transportation corridor to get to Building 1024; is that

25

correct?
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1

MR. VAN KLEECK:

Well, unless as you spoke of earlier,

2

an alternate route as identified.

3

come off of Gibson.

4

At present,

it would

So if Gibson could be characterized as a

MR. ROBINSON:

5

public road,

6

waste onto and off the base from off site sources and

7

merely off the base from off base sources; is that a fair

8

characterization of the route of public roads?

9

10

then the public road would be used to bring

MR. VAN KLEECK:
MR. ROBINSON:

Thank you .

Now, moving onto another

11

area,

12

waste been addressed for the various waste streams at

13

Kirtland Base?

14

if I may.

I think so.

Has the minimization of the volume of

MR. VAN KLEECK:

Waste minimization is really more

15

properly addressed in the EPA permit.

16

for minimization requirements are set out, at least the

17

more stringent ones are set out under HSWA.

18

would be better to direct your question to EPA.

19

I will say that

Most of the waste

I

well, no I won't.

think it

I think you

20

would be better to direct it to them because it's really

21

not the part of our permit package.

22

MR. ROBINSON:

So suffice it to say, you haven't

23

addressed the waste minimization opportunities in the

24

different waste groups because it's part of the EPA portion

25

of the permit?
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1

MR. VAN KLEECK:

Not as part of the permit activity,

2

part of the overall state program.

3

through a number of avenues, but it's not -- there's

4

nothing in the State portion of the permit which requires

5

waste minimization.

6

MR. ROBINSON:

Thank you.

If I

It is being addressed

could just pursue this

7

point a little further.

8

module provision applies to waste generated by future

9

activities,

Now,

as

the EPA waste minimization

does it not?

10

MR. VAN KLEECK:

11

MR. ROBINSON:

Yes,

that's correct.

So it's one of the few points of HSWA

12

that is affecting the operations that EID is permitting; is

13

that correct?

14

MR. VAN KLEECK:

Well, we are not permitting the

15

generating activities.

16

facilities,

17

storage building.

18

MR. ROBINSON:

We are only permitting the storage

so i t has to be minimized before it gets to the

So the opportunities which I believe

19

were mentioned before at the public meetings to consider

20

some waste minimization or waste reduction activities at

21

the 1024 building,

22

with a RCRA storage facility.

23

characterization of the problem?

24

25

that is sort of mixing HSWA requirements

MR. VAN KLEECK:

I guess.

Is that a fair

I'm not sure what you mean

by minimization at the storage facility itself.
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1

could elaborate.
MR. ROBINSON:

2

Such as storing wastes which might be

3

exchangeable and then reusable by other off base

4

activities.
MR. VAN KLEECK:

5

Well,

if that were the case,

it would

If there's still an economic use

6

not be a hazardous waste.

7

for it and it has not been

8

the materials which are sent to them are -- they attempt to

9

find a military or -- they attempt to find a use for it

10

the way a DRMO works is that

before it is formally considered a waste.
And for example, a product,

11

chemical product,

12

which is bought in excess will be turned over to DRMO while

13

attempting to find a use for it.

14

available,

15

referring to is actually in the DRMO process already,

16

least to some extent.

17

MR. ROBINSON:

If there is no use

it then becomes a waste.

Thank you.

No,

So I think what you're
at

it hasn't been included

18

in the permit application on a waste stream by waste stream

19

basis.

20

made,

Doesn't appear to be some waste reduction being
it's your understanding?

MR. VAN KLEECK:

21

As simply a matter of economics,

they

22

tend to try to find a use for something that still has a

23

use.

24

i t until i t is a waste.

25

We do not have authority to tell them what to do with

MR. ROBINSON:

Thank you.

Have you reviewed the
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1

State's Hazardous Waste Capacity Assurance Plan?

2

MR. VAN KLEECK:

3

MR. ROBINSON:

No,

I haven't.

It's a recently produced document that's

4

only available this last week while you're preparing with

5

this hearing.

6

MR. VANKLEECK:

7

MR. ROBINSON:

That's about right.
Are you aware whether the plan had

8

considered

9

military facilities such as Kirtland Base as part of its

10
11
12
13

add~essing

the hazardous waste capacity at

statewide planning effort?
MR. VAN KLEECK:

I really am not aware of what is

addressed in that Capacity Assurance Plan.
MR. ROBINSON:

Might you consider it reasonable to

14

assess that plan and its relationship to this permittee

15

prior to issuance of the final permit?

16

MR. VAN KLEECK:

My understanding,

and again this is

17

not from a point of view not having looked at the Capacity

18

Assurance Plan, my understanding is that the Capacity

19

Assurance Plan looks at available disposal capacity to New

20

Mexico and the amount of waste generated in New Mexico and

21

is not at present being used as a vehicle for identifying

22

waste reduction opportunities.

23

that.

24

25

MR. ROBINSON:
in New Mexico,

I could be incorrect on

So when you talk about waste generated

that sounds like it would include waste
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1

generated in this sort of a federal facility?

2

MR. VAN KLEECK:

3

MR. ROBINSON:

Yes,
Now,

it would.

that Capacity Assurance Plan is

4

required under yet another provision of RCRA beyond the

5

permit provision that we're implementing with that activity

6

today?

7

MR. VAN KLEECK:

I

believe the Capacity Assurance Plan

8

is required under Superfund for states to continue to

9

receive Superfund funding.

10
11

They must demonstrate adequate

capacity.
Thank you.

MR. ROBINSON:

Your understanding is that

12

this DRMO building is only going to be used for handling

13

hazardous waste in the categories that you described

14

earlier?

15

MR. VAN KLEECK:

16

MR.

17

ROBINSON:

So it's not going to be used for any

radioactive or mixed chemical or radioactive waste?

18

MR. VAN KLEECK:

19

MR. ROBINSON:

20
21

Yes.

That's correct.
It's not going to be used for any solid

waste regardless of the level of hazardous waste in it?
MR. VAN KLEECK:

It can be used for hazardous materials

22

in which -- that are not considered wastes.

23

what -- we have a provision in the permit which allows them

24

to store hazardous materials as long as they comply with

25

the same operational requirements as if that material were
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1

a waste because Kirtland has indicated that as this will be

2

their most state-of-the-art facility that they want to

3

store a percentage of their hazardous

4

building.

5

MR. ROBINSON:

Thank you.

~aterials

in the

My last question is, what

6

are the decommissioning or building closure plans for

7

Building 615 and Bunker 2809,

8

MR. VAN KLEECK:

the facilities?

The closure plans are

well,

the

9

closure plans for those buildings are part of the closure

10

plan tasked in the permit and the closure procedures will

11

be largely removing all the waste,

12

be steam cleaning and all the wash water has to be

13

collected and tested for hazardous constituents,

14

have to test the water for all of the constituent which

15

have been stored there over the life of the bui:ding and

16

the building is not considered clean until that water tests

17

clean.

18

MR.

ROBINSON:

the decontamination will

Then upon that clean test,

and they

those

19

buildings will be available for use for other purposes if

20

the base so desires?

21

MR. VAN KLEECK:

Yes,

they would be.

In addition,

22

should mention we will require some sampling around the

23

buildings.

24

permits where soil sampling,

25

areas,

We've identified specific locations in the
basically around the door

in where waste will be moved in and out sampling
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1

will be required and if soil contamination is discovered,

2

then another set of procedures kicks in for additional

3

assessments.

4

5

MR. ROBINSON:

Thank you.

similar to the closure strategy for Building 1024?
Yes.

6

MR. VAN KLEECK:

7

MR. ROBINSON:

8

or concrete pavement?

9

That closure strategy is

MR. VAN KLEECK:

10

MR. ROBINSON:

11

MR. VAN KLEECK:

The loading area around 1024 is asphalt

Right.
And is it curbed?
The loading area is curbed and has

12

a -- it's curbed and it has a containment well at the

13

lowest end of the curbed area.

14
15

MR. ROBINSON:

Do you know if a geotextile was used as

a binder underneath the pavement at this location?
I'm going to say no, but I would,

to

17

be sure I'd have to check the building specifications.

I

18

don't believe so, but without checking the specifications,

19

which I don't have here,

16

20

MR. VAN KLEECK:

MR. ROBINSON:

I can't answer for certain.

Such an element might improve the

21

strength of the pavement were it -- had been included,

22

don't you think?

23

MR. VAN KLEECK:

Well,

I'm not aware of geotextiles

24

being used for that particular purpose.

25

more than that.
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MR. ROBINSON:

1
2

Thank you, Mr.

time.
MR.

3

SHINAS:

appreciate your

Hearing Officer.

Thank you,

sir.

the audience?

5

sign-up list,

6

name on there,

7

attendance the only individual wishing to testify is Mr.

8

Robinson,

9

presenter for this morning.

please?
and I

I have reviewed the list by each
find that at this moment,

at least,

I will now ask Mr.
sir,

I

see no one else wishes to

Robinson if you would like to,

provide any testimony at this hearing?
MR. ROBINSON:

14

MR.

SHINAS:

Yes,

sir.

Would you come forward please,

and be

sworn?

16

MR. ROBINSON:

17

(THEREUPON,

18

MR.

SHINAS:

Thank you.

the witness was duly sworn.)
I

think, Mr. Robinson,

you can come up

19

here to the platform,

20

and I'm sure the rest of the audience would hear you much

21

better.

22

in

who has already of course questioned our

13

:i.5

Do we have that list,

testify by checking the column "no".

11

12

see no hands.

Any other questions from

4

10

I

I

Thank you very much.

MS. HUGHES:

be a little more comfortable for you,

Mr. Hearing Officer,

the Division requests

23

that he may be resworn later in this hearing to respond to

24

any questions that the public may have as they wander in.

25

MR.

SHINAS:

No problem with that.
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1

MR. ROBINSON:
Kleeck,

Thank you,

Mr.

members of the audience,

Hearing Officer.
good morning.

Mr. Van

My name is

3

Paul Robinson,

4

Information Center wtich is a community oriented public

5

interest rese3rch group located here in Albuquerque.

6

also teach Introduction To Environmental Problems and

7

Environmental Planning at the University of New Mexico.

8
9

a research director at Southwest Research

I

My Introduction To Environmental Problems class
ended at nine ten this morning,

10

hearing,

11

Van Kleeck.

12

so I was late coming to the

so I missed the beginning of the statements by Mr.

I've prepared a brief statement which I would

13

request be introduced in the record which summarizes

14

comments on the permit as drafted,

15

comments in addition to raising some limited other concerns

16

that I have.

17

for those in the audience who are interested.

I have additional copies of this statement

18

MR.

19

(THEREUPON,

20
21

and I will address those

They have been entered into the record.

SHINAS:

EID Exhibit Seven was admitted into the

record.)
MR. ROBINSON:

Thank you.

Compliance with a final

22

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act permit by Kirtland

23

Base will upgrade the management of hazardous wastes past,

24

present and future of the base.

25

substantial room for improvement in the proposed draft

However,
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Proposed modifications, developed to enhance

1

permit.

2

hazardous waste

3

draft permit as prepared by EID and EPA for Kirtland are

4

addressed in these comments.

5

prepared after reviewing the proposed permit,

6

applications and RCRA.

7

handlin~

at Kirtland Air Force Base to the

These comments have been
the permit

There are five main areas that I've commented on.

8

Off site hazardous waste storage,

9

s~ting,

waste

rrini~izaticn,

the storage facilities

co~~u~ity

relations

and past

10

waste handling practices.

11

directly to the EID permit,

12

related to the EID permit, but considered to be a part of

13

the EPA or HSWA permit.

14

information meetings attended by Mr. Van Kleeck, Mr. Mayor

15

from EPA and myself and others,

16

opportunity for the State to take over the HSWA portions of

17

the

18

improvements and indeed,

19

may ultimately be implemented by the State.

20

that the HSWA portions of the permits are indirectly

21

related to the current and future waste activities and

22

particularly the waste minimization and community relations

23

plans which will monitor activities related to waste, yet

24

to be generated at the installation.

25

So with that introduction,

perm~t

at

so~e

Some of these comments relate
some relate to activities

I understand from the public

that there is an

later time upon a set of program
those HSWA portions of the permit
I would assert

the primary concern is
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1

the provision through Section II.B.2 allowing Kirtland Air

2

Force Base to receive hazardous waste from off site

3

sources.

4

site waste should be removed from the permit as it one,

5

does not improve the handling or minimize the volume and

6

toxicity of hazardous waste generated by Kirtland Air Force

7

Base;

8

risks associated with transport of hazardous waste through

9

residential and COffiffiercial areas alsng public roads

This provision authorizing the handling of off

and two,

increases human health and

environme~tal

10

necessary to access Kirtland Air Force Base's proposed

11

storage facility from those off site locations.

12

Kirtland Air Force Base should be authorized to

13

handle only waste generated on site.

14

authorized to accept waste from off site generators.

15

It should not be

I was quite intrigued by Mr.

Van Kleeck's comment

16

that DRMO's require the authority to handle these off site

17

wastes and I understood

18

by the Division in compliance with its regulations and such

19

mandatory requirements seemed out of character with the

20

regulatory process.

21

Continuing,

tha~

the

per~it

was to be drafted

II.B.2 should be amended to read:

22

"This permit does not allow the permittee to accept waste

23

from off site sources."

24

amendment would be to,

25

Hazardous Waste Capacity Assurance Plan,

A less preferable alternative
after the review of the New Mexico
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1

waste to only hazardous waste from other military

2

installations already subject to waste minimization

3

treatment,

4

total storage volume authorized on the permit.

but at no time more than ten percent of the

As drafted in the proposed permit,

5

the

6

limitations in II.B.2 do not obligate off site waste

7

generators to comply with the

8

to waste characterization, wast2 storage or waste

9

. . .
.... .
m:i.nimiza t...1.0n,

II.B.2 merely

propo~ed

re~uires

permit with respect

the

10

Kirtland Air Force Base,

11

excuse me,

12

has the appropriate permit," unquote.

13

limit off site sources to military installations,

14

Kirtland Air Force Base to receive waste from governmental

15

and nongovernmental generators at unidentified sites.

16

to notify the off site sources,

to notify the off site generator that quote,

"He

II.B.2 does not even
allowing

Importing waste from other sites will increase

17

the potential risks associated with waste to be stored at

18

Kirtland Air Force Base and will increase the potential

19

accident risk associated with the hazardous waste

20

transportation to and from Kirtland Air Force Base.

21

risks are increased as a resulf of the increase in waste

22

transportation activity in residential and commercial areas

23

associated with warranted off base movements of hazardous

24

waste at Kirtland Air Force Base.

25

Other than off site waste,

The

no hazardous waste
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1

will be transported to Kirtland Air Force Base.

This

2

increased risk associated with the transportation of wastes

3

generated outside Kirtland Air Force Base does not appear

4

to comply with the permit requirement to quote,

5

the facility to minimize the possibility of sudden or

6

nonsudden release of hazardous waste constituents to air,

7

soil or su.rface water."

"Operate

Receipt of off site waste will reduce the amount

8

9

of storage space available for Kirtland Air Force Base

10

generated wastes and utilize storage building capacity

11

which could otherwise be allocated to that storage capacity

12

or waste exchange or waste reduction activities required

13

under the RCRA portions of the permit.

14

storage authority provides no beneficial function related

15

to Kirtland Air Force Base waste handling.

16

The off site waste

Storage of off site waste has not been reviewed
t~e

:7

in

context of the recently published New Mexico

18

Capacity Assurance Plan,

19

across the nation in compliance with RCRA,

20

corrected during the direct examination.

21

storage and handling capacity statewide should be assessed,

22

and statewide policy established on out-of-state hazardous

23

waste receipt and storage,

24

site and out-of-state hazardous waste on a permit by permit

25

basis is the proposal before us today.

plans being prepared by states
as I was
Hazardous waste

prior to EID approval of off
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As such,

1

it appears reasonable and prudent to

2

restrict hazardous waste management activities under the

3

permit to wastes generated within the permittee's exterior

4

boundaries.

5

in the proposed RCRA permit for Los Alamos National

6

Laboratory.

7
8

Such a restriction to on-site waste is found

That has not been challenged by that proposed
permit tee.
This restriction to only on-site waste appears to

9

10

be compatible with the Governor of New Mexico's commitment

11

to limit waste imports to New Mexico,

12

radioactive, mixed radioactive and hazardous and solid

13

wastes.

14

including

Moving onto another matter which I explored

15

during the cross examination, hazardous waste facility

16

siting.

17

The proposed hazardous waste storage site

18

authorized in the permit is Building 1024 on Kirtland Air

19

Force Base,

20

Boulevard and the Albuquerque Veteran's Hospital.

21

location is a very high risk site in

22

particularly when compared to other more isolated locations

23

available on Kirtland Air Force Base.

24

require the transportation of hazardous wastes from the

25

public roads in residential and commercial routes,

a location less than a half mile from Gibson
This

opinion,

~Y

This site will
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1

routes are necessary to reach Building 1024 for off-site

2

wastes and to leave 1024 for off-site waste being

3

transported to disposal.

4

be minimized by selecting and transferring Building 1024

5

activities to a site on the southern part of Kirtland Air

6

Force Base outside the Tijeras Arroyo with access available

7

through less well-traveled routes accessed from Los Picaros

8

Road,

Such transportation risks could

the road to the dump.
For people not used to reading those street signs

9

10

in that neighborhood, Building 1024 is located in an area

11

of extensive air traffic just north of the runway used

12

frequently by commercial and military air traffic and south

13

of the hospital where emergency helicopter traffic may be

14

directed.

15

traffic and increases air traffic accident risks relative

16

to other potential passageway storage sites on Kirtland Air

1

_._ I

Force Base.

18

with the objectives of RCRA, which include at Section

19

1003(a)4,

20

management practices are conducted in a manner in which

21

protects human health and the environment.

~

22

The Building 1024 location maximizes public road

The selected site does not appear to comply

the language assuring that hazardous waste

This objective does not comply with the

23

management practices of transportation and storage wiil be

24

conducted in areas of high population and air traffic,

25

inappropriately high when compared to other locations on
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1

Ki~tland

Air Force Base.
To remedy this situation,

2

One,

the comment should be

require a location other than the present

3

changed to:

4

site for Building 1024 for RCRA permitted activity,

5

the alternative,

6

and used on some reasonable timetable such as three to five

7

years.

8
9

or in

require an alternative site be developed

Such a change would ensure that the neighborhoods
and air transport corridors have much more isolation from

10

Kirtland Air Force Base hazardous waste handling activities

11

than the proposed site.

12

environment would be better protected by an alternative

13

site other than that selected by Kirtland Air Force Base

14

prior to the issuance of the draft permit.

15

Force Base has constructed Building 1024 prior to permit

16

approval even prior to issuance to the public of the draft

~

...,

As such,

human health and the

Kirtland Air

result the ccnstruction of Building 1024

..LI

18

should be recognized to have proceeded at the permittee's

19

own risk.

20

weighted in the evaluation of RCRA waste storage siting on

21

Kirtland Air Force Base.

22

I

am speaking as a tax payer,

too,

and not

There is one other facility which I'm aware of

23

which has been reviewed after a significant percentage of

24

construction by the State of New Mexico.

25

Resource Corporation Uranium Mill.

That is the

That facility was
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1

approximately ninety-five percent completed when the

2

groundwater discharge plan hearing was held on that

3

facility.

4

inadequate details of the management

The permit was denied for that facility due to
stra~egy.

So there is a recognition by the director at that

5

6

time that construction is at one's own risk,

7

would be the appropriate analysis to

8

over the siting issues.
I

9

that I believe

u~derline

the decision

think it would also be appropriate to add

10

those,

11

''siting authorities is extremely limited as implemented

12

that many of the considerations that I raised though they

13

are relevant or local government,

14

been the analysis used by the decision in its consideration

15

for the site under RCRA to move to waste minimization.

16

it doesn't say that in the statement,

well,

this states

safety,

and has not

No waste minimization activities are proposed in

17

the permit application and the proposed permit does no more

18

than recite the waste minimization language found in RCRA.

19

This shortcoming is a critical flaw of the proposed

20

activity as waste reduction is the principal mechanism for

21

minimizing waste storage, waste handling and waste disposal

22

costs.

23

The permit should be revised to ensure a thorough

24

waste minimization plan is developed as quickly as possible

25

to reduce the waste disposal costs and reduce wastes
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1

volumes.

2

to,

for each waste stream:
One,

3

4

identify technology or chemical alternatives

to reduce waste volume and toxicity;
Two,

5

6

The permit should require Kirtland Air Force Base

identify waste exchange opportunities to

encourage reuse of potential wastes;
Three, utilize waste reduction technology to

7

8

minimize the volume of waste not reusable in other

9

processes; and

10
11

Four,

Implement waste reduction technologies at

the Kirtland hazardous waste storage building.

12

Requiring the permittee to implement this waste

13

minimization plan will ensure that minimization is actively

14

investigated for each waste stream at Kirtland Air Force

15

Base.

16

inappropriately restrict the availability of space to the

17

storage building for waste reduction activities.

18

Allowing off site waste of unknown volume, would

From statements made by Mr. Van Kleeck during my

19

cross examination,

20

activities along these lines which could be described as a

21

community relations plan into waste minimization that have

22

yet to be described in this permit in detail.

23

it appears that there are many

The community relations plan.

The proposed

24

permit fails to describe a reasonable community relations

25

plan for either the RCRA or HSWA portions, HSWA activities
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as proposed by Kirtl2nd Air Force Base.

This failure

2

contradicts the requirements under RCRA Section 7004(b)1

3

that quote,

4

regulation or program under this act should be provided or

5

encouraged,

6

States."

7

"Publ.lc participation in the enf0rcement of any

and assisted by the Administrator and the

This "provide for and encouraged" language has

8

not been complied with in the community relation plan

9

proposed in the permit.

To remedy the situation, the final

10

permit should establish a firm schedule for Kirtland Air

11

Force Base, as the permittee, to meet with interested

12

parties to establish an effective,

13

relations plan.

14

a condition of permit approval in keeping with the language

15

of RCRA.

16
17
18

interactive community

The implementation of this plan should be

If I may continue to read these last few
paragraphs, past waste handling activities.
Kirtland Air Force Base has done only a limited
The

19

job of investigating past waste disposal practices.

20

Base, or its contractor,

21

of the permit to meet with interested parties to identify

22

information on past waste handling practices.

23

should include direct interviews and field visits to

24

disposal sites with individuals who hauled Kirtland Air

25

Force Base wastes prior to 1980.

should be required as a condition

This contact

The Base should also be
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a~rial

1

required to thoroughly evaluate all available

2

photography and other records from 1945 to 1980 period to

3

supplement the limited records retained on waste practices

4

by Kirtland Air Force Base.

5

include records of major construction activities on the

6

base such as Corps of Engineer records including, but not

7

limited to,

8

with the Manzano Base.

These investigations should

rock excavation and construction associated

Similarly, major rainfall and runoff events

9
10

during the 1945 to 1980 period should be investigated to

11

assess the potential of such runoff to transport hazardous

12

waste off Base property in a downstream direction.

13

As the Air Force is a potentially responsible

14

party at the San Jose Superfund Site, movement of waste

15

from that site to Kirtland Air Force Base should be

16

thoroughly investigated to determine if wastes from the San

17

Jose facility which the Air Force or its contractors

18

operated at the Superfund Site were transported to

19

landfills on the base or other locations.
This completes my comments on the permit at this

20

Thank you for the opportunity to address this

21

time.

22

important matter.

23
24

25

MR. SHINAS:

Would you like to ask any questions of Mr.

Robinson?
MR. VAN KLEECK:

May I clarify a statement that I made
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1

earlier in regards to s DRMO authority?

2

misunderstanding that I

think I

I understand the
what I

started

say about the authority of the DRMO,

meant to

tha DRMO's charter and

4

purpose as given by DOD requires them to accept waste from

5

all military activities within the region.

6

requirement does not force the State to grant permission

7

for off base receipt of wastes.

8

the permit application, we look at the activities that are

9

requested by the permittee, and since the ability to

That

However, when we review

10

receive waste from off site is one that was requested by

11

Kirtland,

12

reason.

13

we will grant that if there is no intervening

I don't believe that we have the authority to

14

unilaterally restrict the receipt of waste from off site it

15

has requested as in the permit application.

16

In the case of Los Alamos,

they do not request to

17

be able to receive waste from off site,

18

provision which allows receipt of waste from off site is

19

different in that permit and that's a result of what they

20

are requesting in their application.

21

and therefore,

On the matter of siting restrictions,

that

could you

22

tell me if you can, under what authority and RCRA we might

23

be able to require a different site for the facility?

24

authorities do you consider as relevant and appropriate?

25

MR. ROBINSON:

Well,

What

I'm pretty comfortable with the
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1

permit language which I believe I've cited on as operate

2

the facility to minimize the possibility of sudden or

3

nonsudden release of hazardous waste constituents and the

4

accident related releases would be classified as sudden or

5

nonsudden and the efforts to minimize those would allow the

6

consideration of alternative strategies other than that

7

proposed.
Minimizing transportation related accidents would

8
9

be of significant potential benefit and would be major

10

rationale for making this consideration.

11

hardball nature of proposing that an already built facility

12

not be used is the reason for considering some alternative

13

location on a time schedule so that that investment is not

14

completely lost, but I believe those transportation risks

15

would be real.

16

hitting this facility,

17

severe which is realistically based on an actual accident

18

experience,

Recognizing the

We don't need to imagine a tumbling 727
but there may be something less

but would argue for a more isolated location.

19

MR. VAN KLEECK:

20

MR.

SHINAS:

Thank you.

Any other questions?

Anyone from the

21

audience like to ask a question of the witness?

22

none.

There are

Thank you very much, Mr. Robinson.

23

MR. ROBINSON:

24

(THEREUPON,

25

MR.

SHINAS:

Thank you.

the witness was excused.)
Have we had anyone else enter the room
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1

since I

2

about anything else?

3

looked over the sign-up list who wishes to testify

MS. HUGHES:

Mr. Hearing Officar, we would request a

4

short recess then we will just come back and we told the

5

public we'll be here all day and we will be here all day if

6

the public wants to come in and ask questions or make

7

statements.

8

MR.

9
10

SHINAS:

'Thank you.

We are going to be recessed

for at least fifteen minutes and then we'll be back at the
platform to continue.

11

(THEREUPON,

12

MR.

SHINAS:

the hearing was in recess.)
The hearing will reconvene at this time.

13

In order to be correct in our procedural process,

14

to ask Mr. Van Kleeck to please stand and raise his right

15

hand.

16

(THEREUPON,

17

MR.

SHINAS:

the witness was duly sworn.)
Thank you very much.

18

make any statement?

19

MS. HUGHES:

20
21

I'd like

Would you like to

I would like to clarify one thing and it

was from Mr. Van Kleeck to Mr. Robinson.
I think what we are talking about at that time

22

was importing wastes and the increase of risks to the

23

waste -- increase of risks -- wait,

24

25

let me clarify this.

The importing of waste to the facility,

and Mr.

Van Kleeck said that the Division -- he didn't think the
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l

Division could unilaterally make a decision as to whether

2

Kirtland could receive or which could limit Kirtland

3

receipt of military waste.
If I'm correct in what I'm referring to,

4

I would

5

like to just clarify that if the public and Kirtland or if

6

anyone else showed information that showed a dangerous

7

health environment to the public,

8

Division could unilaterally make that decision.

9

need to really go back and see what the exact statement was

10

made,

11

would welcome it.

12

to anyone,

that the
I would

but if anyone else would like to comment on that,

MR.

SHINAS:

Do we have anyone in the audience that

13

would like to make a comment on this particular issue?

14

not,

If

then it's in the record as being your statement.

15

We're going to remain here until noon in session.

16

Those of you who want to sit with us for this period of

17

time,

18

since the recess,

and we'll see if we have anyone else that has come in

Yes,

19

update our sign-up list.

sir, we do have some additional attendance?

20

And I

21

I'm pronouncing this -- I

22

Would you step forward,

see a party who does wish to testify.

23

(THEREUPON,

24

MR. SHINAS:

25

I

name,

age,

So I'm hoping

think it's Michael Guererro.

please,

come up to the platform?

the witness was duly sworn.)
Would you have a seat?

representation, Michael.
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1

MR. GUERRERO:

My name is Michael Guerrero.

2

the Southwest Organizing Project.

3

organization here in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

4

MR. SHINAS:

5

MR. GUERRERO:

I am with

We're a community-based

You may continue.
"The handling of hazardous waste at

6

Kirtland Air Force Base is a major issue in terms of the

7

health and well-being of Albuquerque area communities."

8
9

MR. SHINAS:

Michael, if you don't mind,

interrupt you one more time,

10

material?

11

enter it into the record?

I'm sorry.

I

just need to

Do you have s_ome

Would you give us copies of that so that we can

12

MR.GUERRERO:

13

MR.

14

(THEREUPON, EID Exhibit Eight was admitted into the

15
16

SHINAS:

I have one copy.
Thank you.

record.)
MR. GUERRERO:

"Kirtland is presently under

17

investigation to determine if the waste is responsible for

18

nitrate and nitroglycerin contamination in the Mountainview

19

neighborhood south of Albuquerque.

20

waste must be closely monitored.

21

aware of how hazardous waste is impacting and may impact

22

local neighborhoods.

23

The future handling of
The public must be made

"These are specific concerns and criticisms of

24

the Kirtland permit for storage of hazardous waste on Base

25

and the public participation process of New Mexico
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1

E:lvironmental I:::proverr.e:lt Division and the Environ:r.ental

2

Protection Agency.

3

"Siting of hazardous waste storage facility 1024.

4

Kirtland's new hazardous waste storage building is

5

constructed within sixteen hundred feet of the Veteran's

6

Administration Hospital and Bullhead Park.

The site is

7

close to a major street, Gibson Boulevard.

If an accident

8

should happen, many local residents and hospital patients

9

would be threatened;

10

"Building 1024 is also near one of the airport

11

runways and heliports from the VA Hospital, vulnerable to

12

air traffice accidents;
"The site should be moved to a more isolated

13

14

location on the base to reduce the risk to the local

15

population;

16

"Kirtland and the New Mexico Environmental

.. ""

17

Improvement Division must be criticized for proceeding

18

construction of a new facility before issuing of the permit

19

and before allowing for public input.

20

"Emergency response plans for the local

21

population must be developed and made public in case of

22

accident.

23

notice to local fire or police and evacuation measures.

24

"Transportation routes of hazardous materials

25

WJ.. t:u

This plan should include public notification,

from Kirtland should be made public along with the
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1

frequency of vehicles carrying hazardous wastes and an

2

account of chemicals being transported;
"Definitions.

3

Kirtland will be storing up to

4

thirty-six thousand gallons of hazardous waste at any given

5

time.

6

volume of all the wastes.

7

on total volume for types of waste;

There are no limits to types of waste,

The permit should specify limit

"The definition of new material versus waste is

8

9

only total

not clearly defined leaving the door for negligence and

10

avoidance of regulation.

11

any waste

12

waste regulation.

13

definition of what is

14

deadline for storage of any type of chemical on base;

15

"It is unclear what is defined as

'new'

Kirtland Air Force Base may label

and protect that supply from hazardous
The permit should specify a clear
'waste'

and perhaps establish a

'minor'

16

modifications to the RCRA permit versus

17

allows the

13

participation in decisions regarding the permit.

19

permit should require that public notification be given on

20

any changes proposed for the permit.

21

"Cff-site waste.

per~ittee

'major'.

This

to close the deer on putlic notice and

The

per~it

The

draft allows for

22

storage of off-site wastes.

This will allow Kirtland to be

23

a storage facility for other hazardous waste generators and

24

will increase the amount of waste being transported on

25

local highways and streets.

Section II.B.2 should read:
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1

"The permit does not allow the permittee to acce:pt waste

2

from off-site sources.

3

"The permit does not require off site hazardous

4

waste generators to comply with waste characterization,

5

waste storage or waste minimization requirements outlined

6

in the permit.

7

to comply with the guidelines of the permit for Kirtland

8

Air Force Base.

The permit should require these generators

"Waste minimization.

9

The permit draft does not

10

provide a plan for minimizing the hazardous wastes on the

11

base.

12

which should require reduction and recycling options to

13

reduce the amounts and toxicity of the waste.

14

should be established for fifty percent of reduction of

15

hazardous wastes generated in all waste streams on the base

16

including tenant organizations within five years;

17

A minimization plan must be developed and publicized

"Public participation and monitoring.

A goal

EPA, NMEID

18

and Kirtland Air Force Base should establish a committee of

19

local citizens to oversee the present and future handling

20

of waste on Kirtland Air Force Base and the development of

21

public notification, education and emergency response

22

plans.

23

should also have decision-making powers.

24
25

The committee should not merely be advisory,

but

"A deadline should be immediately established for
the formation of this committee.
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1

''Local citizen organizations should be directly

2

involved in the formation of the committee determining

3

participants,

4

their roles, duties and responsibilities.

"NMEID and EPA should increase the number of site

5

visits to the base and local citizens should be allowed

6

site visits on the base as well.

7

and the EPA meet with SWOP and other groups to discuss this

8

issue specifically;

9

10
11

SWOP requests that NMEID

"Local citizens groups should receive all written
documentation resulting in the RCRA permit process.
"Comments to the hazardous solid waste portion of

12

Kirtland Air Force Base RCRA permit application.

13

records search conducted by EPA for the permit application

14

was inadequate and does not include reports issued in the

15

past by DOE and EPA.

16

conducted again in more depth and detail;

17

The

The records search should be

"Contractors e::!'.ployed in the RCR}\. process should

18

be required to meet with citizens to review test results

19

and analyses.

20

get all written documentation resulting from the HSWA

21

permit process.

The permit should also require that citizens

22

"Proposals to the Installation Restoration

23

Program of Kirtland Air Force Base made by Southwest

24

Organizing Project and Southwest Research and Information

25

Center should be incorporated in the RCRA/HSWA process.
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1

These proposals will help determine if

2

contamination off of the base which is a result of Kirtland

3

activities;

the~e

is

"EPA should also conduct monitoring southwest of

4

5

the base in the Tijeras Arroyo to determine if any

6

contamination from Kirtland Air Force Base has migrated

7

from the base downstream.
"RCRA public participation process.

8

9

NMEID and

EPA must accept criticism for involving the public in such

10

a late stage in the process.

11

were very weak.

12

encouraged to participate in these activities at a much

13

earlier time.

14

outreach and education through public meetings,

Public outreach and education

In the future,

the public must be

More emphasis must be placed on more public

public must be involved in decision making.

and the

We ask that

16

NMEID and EPA consider this in light of upcoming permit

17

applicatins for other facilities such as Sandia National

18

Laboratories."

19

MR.

20

Van Kleeck,

21

want to ask the gentleman?

22

SHIN AS:

Thank you very much.

Any comments, Mr.

that you would like or any questions that you

MR. VAN KLEECK:

I ' l l try to catch a couple that I
I think you mentioned some

23

caught during the presentation.

24

provisions that should be required for emergency response.

25

I believe some of the ones that you mentioned are actually
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1

in the permit.

2

As far as notification of local authorities,

3

evacuativn plans,

I can't go through them point by point

4

because I did not catch them and some of those provisions

5

are indeed in the permit,

I believe.

As far as modifications to the permit,

6

I believe

7

that the regulations are quite explicit on what is minor

8

modification and what is a major modification.

9

current New Mexico Hazardous Waste Management Regulations,

Under the

10

virtually any substance if changed will require a major

11

modification and that means a full public participation

12

process with revised draft permit, public comment period,

13

opportunity for hearing,

14

going through now.

and the same procedures as we're

The permit modification procedures have been

15
16

modified by EPA and will be changing, but at the current

17

time,

18

public participation process.

19

virtually any substance of change will require a new

The waste characterization you mentioned that the

20

generators are not subject to the same waste

21

characterization requirements as the off base generators.

22

I believe that we've set it up in the interim permits so

23

that either the generator himself provides the waste

24

analysis information or Kirtland must obtain it, but we

25

don't specify which party has to do the work, but I believe
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1

that we've got it set up so that all the information that's

2

necessary to safely store the waste will be obtained.

3
4

5

That's all I have.
MR.

SHINAS:

Mr. Guerrero,

morning when we indicated that

6

MR. GUERRERO:

7

MR.

SHINAS:

No.
-- there's a hearing tomorrow being

8

conducted by the EPA?

9

MR. GUERRERO:

10
11

were you here earlier this

MR.

SHINAS:

Yes,

sir,

You are,

I'm aware of that.

it's scheduled for tomorrow in

the same place, here at three o'clock in the afternoon.

12

I

believe some of the issues that are contained

13

in your testimony, your paper,

14

relevantly relate to them and I would hope that you would

15

be here tomorrow to again restate your position and

16

possibly submit additional information as to what you

17

already have submitted,

18

19
20

MR.GUERRERO:

Yes,

does somewhat more

if you wish to.
I would be glad to.

I

think it's

important that EID is aware of these issues.
MR.

SHINAS:

That's one reason why I certainly allowed

21

you to enter it into the record because I recognize that

22

fact.

23
24

25

Any other questions of Mr. Guerrero from the
audience?

I see a hand.

MR. ROBINSON:

Yes,

sir.

Paul Robinson.

Mr. Guerrero, could you
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1

indicate some concerns you may be aware of from communities

2

who were unable to participate in today's hearing because

3

of the scheduling during the daytime or away from their

4

neighborhoods?
MR.GUERRERO:

5

Well,

it's always been a concern,

that's

6

always been a problem in terms of the participation process

7

with it on EID and the EPA,

8

scheduled at times and at places where the public and

9

primarily citizens that may be directly affected by any

is a lot of these hearings are

10

activities on the base, but to generalize it more,

more

11

notice since a lot of people aren't able to make it to an

12

activity that's going on during working hours and a lot of

13

people can't make it a lot of times downtown.
We recommended in the past and in fact the last

14

15

public information meeting was held down at the

16

Mountainview Elementary School and we try to encourage EID

17

and EPA to really hold these activities places where people

18

arp

19

interest on what's going on.

,., "
"u

act~ally

affected and would have more of a direct

That's just part of the problem,

of course,

is

21

just trying to get people to attend these activities.

22

other is the education that's involved in trying to -- and

23

notification to let people know what's going on.

24

you're aware of the documents and the stacks of materials

25

that people have to go through to try to understand what
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goes into a RCRA permit.

And it's not an easy thing,

and

2

that's why the EID and EPA have to take the initiative in

3

helping to educate people what this is all about because we

4

can look at these proposals and not really know what

5

they're all about.
So that is a major concern,

6

is that having one

7

and the terms themselves and the education that's provided,

8

and the other is also the site and the timeliness of these

9

activities.
If I

10

can focus on some of the concerns that Mr.

11

Van Kleeck raised,

12

definitions,

it's still basically in control of either EID

13

or Kirtland.

What we're saying that it's still subject to

14

interpretation.

15

distinction whatsoever.

16

given a chance to respond to any change that's done with

17

the permit,

18

should just be

19

Kirtland Air Force Base or the EID because maybe to

20

somebody in one of those agencies,

21

whereas to us in the public,

22

the one about the minor versus major

What our point is that there should be no
The public should be notified and

We don't think it

any kind of modification.
su~ject

to

so~ebcdy's

interpretation of

it's minor modification,

it's major modification.

And also in terms of the plans,

the emergency

23

response plans,

and things, we'd like to see those and also

24

as it is,

25

comment at the last public information meeting that

John Gould from Kirtland Air Force Base made the
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1

hazardous waste also going from the base throughout --

2

through Albuquerque,

and we'd like to be a little bit more

3

aware of what it is,

know exactly what is going through our

4

neighborhoods.

5

6

MR.

SHINAS:

audience?

Any further response,

anything from the

Have you completed your statement,

7

MR. GUERRERO:

8

the public education.

9

that EPA and EID,

Yes,

sir?

just a final comment again about
We really can't stress it enough,

I know maybe it's subject to

10

interpretation also in the regulationsr

11

really have to take the initiative in going out and

12

actively encouraging people to understand what's going on,

13

it's for our own well-being and there is interest out

14

there.

15

You know,

but EPA and EID

we find that once people know what's

16

going on,

17

they definitely take an interest anytime -- especially when

18

it has a potential for directly impacting like the

19

situation at Kirtland may have.

20

MR.

they have an understanding of what's going on,

SHINAS:

I

That's it.

thank you very much, Mr. Guerrero.

I

21

have no other indication of additional testimony at this

22

point,

so we will let the record remain open.

23

(THEREUPON,

24

MR.

25

SHINAS:

advice on this.

the witness was excused.)
I ' l l ask general counsel for a little
It's eleven thirty.

We could adjourn for
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1

lunch, maybe be back here at one thirty if you like since

2

there's no one in the audience at this time who wishes to
testify.

I'll

MS. HUGHES:

4

what's your advice on that?
If no one from the members of public

5

object,

6

EID has one more comment.
MR. VAN KLEECK:

7

8

that would be fine with EID, Mr. Hearing Officer.

I have to correct a statement I

made

earlier in response to the question from Mr. Robinson.
MR.

9

10

SHINAS:

All right.

MR. VAN KLEECK:

In regard to the closure plan.

I

had

11

said that the facility was going to be steam cleaned and

12

the wash water tested until it was clean,

13

implied a repeated washing.

14

facility will be steam cleaned once and the wash water will

15

be tested to determine whether it should be handled as

16

hazardous waste or not, but as the closure plan is written

17

out,

18

that conclusion afte= consultation with the =egional

19

and EPA and quite a bit of research on what the standard

20

practices were for decontamination,

21

we've reached was that steam cleaning was considered

22

state-of-the-art and that a single application was

23

sufficient.

24

MR.

25

Thank you.

think that

That's not correct.

it will be a single steam cleaning,

SHINAS:

and I

The

and we came to

and the conclusion

If there's no objection from

the audience, we will adjourn.

I'm sorry.
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1

2
3

4

MS.

GORDOi~:

comment.
MR. SHINA.S:

(THEREUPON,

6

MR.

7

please?

9

Would you

corn~

forward

please, have a seat up here on the platform?

5

8

We have a woman that would like to make a

SHIN AS:

MS. JUAREZ:

the witness was duly sworn.)
State your name and who you represent,

My name is Teresa Juarez,

and I'm the

director of the San Jose Community Awareness Council.

10

We're a community-based organization that is dealing with

11

the Superfund Site and the San Jose south valley,

12

here to express some concerns that we have in terms of the

13

permit.

14

and we're

One of the points that I think that we're really

15

concerned about is the whole transportation process,

16

Kirtland is going to be receiving off-site waste,

17

these trucks going to be rerouted.

18

them going through our communities because in terms of

19

trucks going through our communities, we see them going

20

through there every day.

21

waste than we have to because we are an affected community,

22

a very affected community,

23

any other waste going through there, so we want both EID

24

and EPA to consider that very strongly.

25

and if

how are

We don't want to see

We don't want to deal Nith more

and we don't want to deal with

The other concerns that we have is community
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participation,

2

EPA have a tendency of overlooking documents and they're

3

always going out late.

4

to the community.

5

we're very concerned about this.

6

~hich

we know that both

t~e

State and EID,

Their publications are always late

We're always the last one to know,

and

We're very concerned about being part of the

7

process and the issuing of these permits that are going to

8

affect our communities since San Jose is right adjacent to

9

Kirtland,
. +-

right below Kirtland.

We're very concerned about

and we would like to see that both EID and EPA consider

10

]_ '- I

11

putting together a committee that would have representation

12

from the communities so that they could voice their

13

concerns about it because these kinds of decisions are

14

always being made at the state and the federal level which

15

really minimizes the participation of the citizens that are

16

really being affected,

and we're concerned about that.

Those are the two areas that we're really

17
18

concerned about.

We support in terms of what the statement

19

that Mike Guerrero was making in terms of the minimization

20

of waste,

21

know that one of the things that happens is they say well,

22

we're going to contain it to thirty-six thousand gallons or

23

whatever they're going to put in there,

24

specify what it is.

25

regulations,

also the expansion of the facilities.

We always

but they never

Maybe because that's not part of the

but we are concerned about it.
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We're concerned that that building be expanded

1

2

and the citizens not know about it.

3

reasons why we're recommending that a committee be

4

formulated so that the citizens do have an input into the

5

process.

6

7

MR.

Thank you.
Thank you very much, Ms.

SHIN AS:

Juarez.

MR. VAN KLEECK:

9

MR.

I

Ms.

SHIN.AS:

MS. HUGHES:

I

hav~

no questions.

Hughes,

any questions?

have one comment.

As far as expansion

11

of the facility,

12

that would open this permit up again as a major

13

modification for public comments.

14

Would

you like to respond to anything that she said this morning?

8

10

This is one of the

MS.

JUAREZ:

that would be the type of modification

We just want to make sure and a lot of

15

times we're told that,

16

expand to ten feet or five feet and it's within the permit

...,

you know,

and all of a sudden they

That's not -- it's not required for

the~

to

..LI

bein.g iss'..led.

18

give notice to the public and that's one of the concerns

19

that we have and that's why we're recommending that a group

20

be formulated to oversee some of this process that's going

21

to be going en,

22

accepting off-site waste.

~

especially if

~irtland

is going to be

We do not know what is off-site waste and we feel

23
24

that the off-site waste,

25

Sandia,

it should be limited to even like

if they're going to be accepted, but we know that
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1

Sandia is going to be applying for their own permit.

2

We don't think they should be taking waste from

3

Los Alamos or any other facility that's generating waste.

4

We think that those facilities should be able to take care

5

of their own.

We have enough to deal with here.

6

MS. HUGHES:

Thank you.

7

MR.

Would anyone like to ask Ms. Juarez a

SHINAS:

8

question or respond to -- thank you, Mrs. Juarez,

9

for coming.

10

(THEREUPON,

11

MR.

SHINAS:

thank you

the witness was excused.)
Since I earlier suggested the possibility

12

of a recess,

noon recess,

13

anyone wishes to make any statement this morning before we

14

recess?
Seeing no hands,

15

I'll look forward again to see if

let us then recess from

16

eleven -- at this point, we've got about eleven forty.

17

Would about one forty-five be all right,

18

and then reconvene here at one forty-five?

19
20

a two-hour

Did I see a hand or something back there a second
ago?

No,

all right.

MS. GORDON:

Two hours is a little long.

22

MR.

I'm sorrry?

23

MS. GORDON:

24
25

rec~ss

SHINAS:

I think two hours is a little long for

everybody to come and go.
MR. SHINAS:

I have no objection to shortening it,
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1

certainly.

2

MS.

HUGHES:

How about one, back at one thirty.

3

MR.

SHIN AS:

Let's do it,

4
5

one thirty.

We'll reconvene

at one thirty.
MR.

VAN KLEECK:

I

just wanted to clarify that the

6

hearing will be open until the close of the library

7

tonight,

8

get here during

9

eight thirty if they want to come down and give testimony.

10
11

so if you know people who are at work and cannot

I

day,

we are going to be here until

just want to make sure that everybody knows

that.

12

(THEREUPON,

13

MR.

14

t~e

SHINAS:

the hearing was in recess.)
At this time we'll reconvene this public

hearing and the record is again open for testimony.
Do we have anybody in the audience who has

15
16

indicated they wish to testify?

17

your name here in a second.

We have Laraine Hofstetter.

18

19

forward,

(THEREUPON,

21

MR.

23

We'll get

Would you come

please?

20

22

We do have one.

SHINJ..S:

the witness was duly sworn.)
Would you give us your name and who you

represent, please?
MS. HOFSTETTER:

My name is Laraine Hofstetter.

24

member of Southwest Organizing Project.

25

of the Mountainview Advisory Council.
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1

One of my first concerns of EID's porticn of the

2

RCRA permit is the siting location for building -- I don't

3

have the number on

4

built for Kirtland.

5

....

l \..

I

it's the new building that has been

My concern about the location first of all is

6

that it's located near residential areas,

near a major

7

thoroughfare, which is Gibson Boulevard and then that it's

8

also located fairly close to the VA Hospital,

9

also runways.

a park,

and

Now runways are -- there's also a runway, not a

10

11

runway,

12

concern here is that there's a potential for some kind of

13

dangerous accident;

14

but a helicopterport on the VA Hospital,

and my

say a plane crash occurred or what not.

I feel that the siting was -- it was a

15

misjudgment on Kirtland Air Force's part to locate the

16

siting of this building,

17

receiving the permit.

18

should be made after a permit has been okayed.

19

there's very little concern for the potential of harm to

20

the community should there be any kind of major accident,

21

say an explosion or a fire at this facility,

22

that could be omitted from such a fire or explosion have

23

great potential to harm both people and Kirtland and the VA

24

Hospital and the community at large.

25

I

to construct the building prior to
think that kind of consideration
I

think

toxic fumes

I'm also concerned about the transportation of
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That's a major

1

hazardous wastes on Gibson Boulevard.

2

thoroughfare and I

3

have a little less traffic involved,

4

potential for a spill in the congested area.
I

5

think maybe we could look at sites that
so we have less

also feel that the RCRA permit is lacking,

that

6

there's been no response plans for emergencies that have

7

been made.

8

response plans there are in case of some emergency at the

9

facility.

10

The local population needs to know what kind of

Another concern I have on the RCRA permit on

11

EID's portion of it is that there's really no limit set for

12

the types of wastes,

13

can be stored on the base.

14

brought that up the other day.
determi~e

16
17

only a total volume of how much waste
I

know Mr.
I

waste by waste a naximum

Van Kleeck had

think we do need to
~imit,

not just have a

kind of broad category of waste that can be accumulated.
I

also feel as far as off-site waste is concerned

18

on the base,

19

onto Kirtland Air Force Base.

20

Kirtland to handle their own waste that is generated from

21

other bases,

22

that there should be no off-site waste let
It's only important for

not to receive waste from sanitary facilities.

Something I've seen that's been lacking in both

23

the State and federal RCRA permit process is a lack of

24

public participation both the EPA and EID and Kirtland Air

25

Force Base should establish a committee of local citizens
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1

to oversee the handling of waste on Kirtland and we need

2

the development of public notification,

3

emergency response plans,

4

a deadline set for this immediately to establish formation

5

of such a committee.

6

education and

and I believe that we should have

When I talk about a public committee being

7

involved in Kirtland's activities,

8

really an active role in

9

than being merely the review committee for decisions that

t~e

I'm talking abo11t having

decision-making process rather

10

have already been made or handed down or about to be handed

11

down.

12

I also have a concern about the modifications to

13

the permit.

My feeling is that any modifications that are

14

made to the permit, not just minor modifications,

15

not just major modifications should be made available for

16

public review before they are accepted into the permit.

17

understanding is that only major changes to the permit will

18

be allowed to have public oversight.

19

of little minor changes which can add up to several major

20

changes which the public won't know about, and also since

21

Kirtland Air Force Base is a major generator of hazardous

22

wastes, I feel that on-site inspections should be more

23

frequently than just once a year.

24

tremendous need for at least having the State come twice a

25

year to make sure that things are proceeding properly at

I mean

My

This allows for a lot

I think there's a
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1

the base.
And my final statement is that the last thing any

2
3

of the organizations that I know of who have participated

4

so far in this permitting process want to see the permit

5

stopped.

6

to be employed in the process and concerns that should be

7

taken that hRve a lot of validity to them,

8

concerns for public health and welfare,

9

State needs to think seriously about those concerns.

10
11

We certainly do feel there are changes that need

a lot of

and I feel the

you.

MR. SHINAS:

Laraine, do you have a written statement

12

there that you'd like to enter into the record,

13

your verbal statement?

14

MS. HOFSTETTER:

15

MR.

16
17

Thank

SHIN.M.S:

No,

or just

I don't.

Could :::: ask

• .c

l

an;l

.1..

response to the testimony at this point?

MR. VAN KLEECK:

I have a couple of responses.

The

18

permit does obtain some -- does contain provisions for

19

emergency response to incidents like spills or fires or

20

explosions.
It is correct that there aren't explicit

21
22

provisions for evacuation outside the base,

but there is a

23

response plan for those incidents to contain and control

24

anything,

25

attached in module two of the permit.

«,

leaks,

and that's in the contingency plan
And I would -- I
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would like to state for the record that there have been
2

three public involvement meetings held,

3

August,

4

twenty-second,

5

the third week,

the 22nd, one in September,

6

one in
too,

Septembe~

one the end of

I believe the

about the same time,

around

and one just last week.

I think it is correct some of the witnesses have

7

testified that there was not early enough attempts at

8

public involvement.

9

this -- with this permit,

I

think I would have to agree that in
that has been the case and the

10

Division has plans to begin the public involvement process

11

a lot sooner on upcoming permits such as Sandia.

12

all.

13

MR. ROBINSON:

That's

Could I respond to one of his

As far as an emergency response plan,

I live

14

statements?

15

in Mountainview

16

accidents can wreak in the communities.

17

we had a fire in our community where petroleum tanks were

18

involved,

and I

k~ow

what

ki~d

of

~avoc

Several years ago,

and the potential for explosion was there.
I

19

com2~nity

think this is very important we're looking at

20

the site,

if this site is to remain on Gibson Boulevard,

21

which I

22

at some kind of way to have a community evacuate and those

23

plans should be put into effect,

24

has to go to that before we would choose such a site,

25

certainly.

feel is an extremely poor choice, we have to look

some kind of forethought
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I mean as a last resort hopefully in my opinion

1
2

the building will be moved and not chosen,

that site will

3

not be chosen.

4

mixture and quite a quantity of hazardous wastes and in the

5

case of fire or explosion we're looking at some very

6

serious potential action for threatening the communities'

7

health.

8

MR.

9

MR. VAN KLEECK:

But you know, we're looking at quite a

SHINAS:

Thank you.
There is another set of another

10

mechanisms for the public to be involved in the evacuation

11

plans to be developed and that is under the SARA Title

12

Three Program, which I'm not very familiar with the

13

provisions of that,

14

sets up local emergency planning committees which have

15

access to the information of what is stored and have

16

role of coordinating the response of the local agencies and

17

developing response plans for the larger community.

18

it's not part of the RCRA permit process, but it is a

19

mechanism that's out there to address some of those

20

concerns.

21

MR. ROBINSON:

but rather my understanding is that it

t~e

And so

Well, my feelings on that is that RCRA

22

and HSWA does allow for measures that go beyond the base of

23

the laws when it concerns public health or concerns the

24

environment or the welfare of the environment.

25

we can maybe take these extra steps and extra measures to
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1

2

protect public health and welfare.
MR.

Thank you very much.

SHINAS:

Anyone in the

3

audience like to ask a question or make a comment with

4

regard to the testimony of Laraine?
If not,

5

Laraine,

6

today.

7

to submit any testimony,

10
11

12

either written or oral?

open.
(THEREUPON,
MR.

the witness was excused.)
Mr. Rael, would you have a seat at the

SHINAS:

platform, please?
(THEREUPON,

14

MR.

16

SHINAS:

the witness was duly sworn.)
Would you introduce yourself for me and

who you represent, please?
MR. RAEL:

17

myself.

18

MR.

19

MR. RAEL:

SHINAS:

My name is Aron Rael,

For over the last five years,

at 1131 Georgia, Southeast.

21

Gibson.

I have resided

This is one-half block off

This waste storage site is within my neighborhood.
As a citizen, my concern is for the safety and

23

health of my family members.

24

offer the following comments:

25

and I'm representing

Okay, proceed, sir.

20

22

thank you for coming up here

Do we have anyone else at this time who would like

13

15

Thank you.

With no sign 0f that, we'll just keep the record

8

9

Okay.

Because of this,

I want to

If you have ever been to Bullhead Park on a
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1

Sunday afternoon,

you will see four or five soccer games,

2

five or six baseball games going on.

3

families,

4

parking lot many times is so full that cars are parked

5

along San Pedro Boulevard.

6

a look at this before this decision is made,

7

people live that use the park.

8

store hazardous wastes.

neighbors,

friends,

Gibson Boulevard

9

You will see

all gathered around.

The

You maybe ought to go and take

l.

see where the

This js not the place to

_,~· a very busy and sometimes

10

dangerous street.

11

does not have the proper drainage that a lot of streets

12

here in Albuquerque have.

13

Gibson into a slick and dangerous throughway,

14

concerned about off-site wastes passing through my

15

neighborhood on Gibson Boulevard.

16

waste should be allowed as part of this permit.

17

Along with the heavy traffic, Gibson

Any summer rainstorm can turn

I

fee~

and I'm

that no off-site

What kind of impact is transporting hazardous

18

waste through my neighborhood going to have on my property

19

value?

20

I have not been able to get enough information.

21

agencies should be doing more to inform the public about

22

these types of processes.

23

really been able to get has been through Southwest Research

24

Information Center.

25

EPA,

As a tax-paying citizen,

I have been able to get -Government

The only information that I have

Because of these problems,

I feel that

EID should develop a citizens' committee that would
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1

have direct input into decision making on such an important

2

matter to me,

3

lot of concerns.

4

and being from that neighborhood,

I do have a

This is a neighborhood that where we're being

5

encroached on by a part of the town the police call the war

6

zone.

7

now

we'~e

10

getting

haz~rdous

there's crime, and

wastes.

I guess my question that I'd like to go on record

8

9

There's crack houses coming in,

is why is it that in my minority neighborhood that we get
all the hazardous waste?
Do you have a written statement that you'd

MR. SHINAS:

11
12

like to give me or will your oral testimony stand for the

13

record?
MR. RAEL:

14

15

MR.
I

you don't have to submit it.

Are you finished there?

19

MR. RAEL:

20

MR.

22

That's fine,

SHINAS:

just want to know if you did have it.

18

21

This is

just something that I put together.

16

17

My my oral testimony will stand.

Yes,

SHINAS:

sir,

I am.

Mr. Van Kleeck,

you're welcome to respond

to any statement.
MR. VAN KLEECK:

I have one question and that's,

it

23

sounded like you were unable to obtain some of the

24

information you wanted.

25

you have difficulty getting any particular -- were you not

Can you elaborate a little?
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1

able to get it from EID?

2

remedy that if I could.

3

MR. RAEL:

Well,

I'd guess I'd like to be able to

I did go to the EID hearing,

at East San Jose.

the

This i3 when I first

4

public meeting,

5

heard about this moving into my neighborhood,

6

though I have an idea of what's it about,

7

confused by your presentation and by the other gentleman's

8

presentation.

and even

I was actually

It was not -- it did not really provide a lot of

9

10

the information that I had and I

11

position at the time to ask questions because I had no idea

12

of really what all this stuff was about.

13

the cold, you know,

14

all this stuff that's going to be stored there left me even

15

more confused than when I wa:ked in.

16

felt that I was not in a

Coming in from

throw out all these technical terms,

Luckily,

after that meeting,

I was able to get

Rob~nson

from Southwest Research and Information

17

with Paul

18

Center who did break it down into more down-to-earth terms

19

that I was able to understand.

20

neighborhood association meeting, which is the Homestead

21

Neighborhood Association, we normally receive any kind of

22

notice,

23

that's going on in our neighborhood,

24

received any type of notice like this in our neighborhood

25

associations.

And I know at my

street repairs or anything from the city or state
and we have not
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In response to that,

MR. VAH KLEECK:

1

I get a list from

2

the City of Albuquerque,

3

associations that they felt would be interested in this and

4

I

5

I ' l l have to check my notes and see whether I was able to

6

contact -- whether Homestead was on my list or whether I

7

was able to contact someone.

8

through to the ones that they suggested.

9

thought that I had managed to contact all of them and

MR. RAEL:

MR. VAN KLEECK:

11

MR. RAEL:

13

I did make an attempt to get

Good.

10

12

a list of all the neighborhood

I guess --

A presentation would have been real nice at

our neighborhood association meetings,
MR. VAN KLEECK:

too.

As far as -- you did pose a question

14

as to the location of hazardous waste sites in minority

15

communities,

16

mean that's certainly not the economic and the makeup of

17

the surrounding communities is not something we look at and

18

it certainly is not -- I guess I would say the State

19

attempts to be neutral on those considerations or it's

20

really not something that -- we simply process the

21

applications that come in from -- in Kirtland's case,

22

a base that's been in that area for,

23

time.

24

25

and I'm not sure when Kirtland was sited

MS. HUGHES:

it's

you know, quite a long

I'd like to add, we'll certainly put the

Homestead Neighborhood Association on our mailing list to
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1

be notified of direct response from the comments and

2

concerns we get at this public hearing and written concerns

3

and to direct our decision to your neighborhood association

4

will be included.

5

MR. RAEL:

6

MS. HUGHES:

7

MR.

8

MR. RAEL:

9

Elder Homestead,

MR.

SHINAS:

1121 Georgia,

represent the association?
No,

I don't.

MR. VAN KLEECK:

14

MR.

I was just a resident.

I can get that.

Can you get that,

SHINAS:

all right.

I

just

wanted to make sure they got an address.
Anyone in the audience like to ask any questions

16

of the witness?
If not,

18

thank you very much,

sir.

Appreciate

your coming.

20

(THEREUPON,

21

MR.

22

a mailing address?

Would that be for EID to send -- do you

13

19

Thank you.

My mailing address as stated,

MR. RAEL:

17

okay.

Do you have an address,

SHIN.M.S:

12

15

is the name.

Southeast.

10
11

It's Elder Homestead,

SHINAS:

the witness was excused.)
I do see a hand way back there.

Would you

sand please identify yourself?
MS.

23

JUAREZ:

My name is Teresa Juarez,

and I would just

24

like to be requested that we be put on that mailing list,

25

too.
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1

MR.

2

MS. JUAREZ:

3
4
5

SH DIAS:

What is the name of your group?
The San Jose Community Awareness Council,

and our address is 2401 Broadway,
MR. VAN KLEECK:

Southeast,

87102.

believe we actually have you on our

I

list as of just recently, but thank you.

6

MS.

JUAREZ:

Thank you,

7

M~.

SHINAS:

Thank you very much.

sir.
Let th2 record show

8

that we have been here since fiv8 waiting for anyone to

9

comment on the hearing.

10

(THEREUPON,

11

8:30 PM.)

the hearing was in recess from 5:00 until

12
13
14

16
17
18

19
20

21
22

23
24
25
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1

MR.

SHINAS:

This hearing has been reconvened since

2

five PM.

3

before this hearing since that time.

4

We have had no witnesses or public comments come

As the Hearing Officer,

I have had no request to

5

keep the record open for any additional information or

6

testimony.

7

thirty PM,

8

adjourned.

9

Therefore,

looking at my watch,

it is now eight

so the record is closed and the hearing is

(THEREUPON,

the record was closed at 8:30 PM.)

10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20

21
22

23
24

25
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE

1
2

3

4

I,

Lisa K. Urscheler,

a Certified Shorthand Reporter

5

for the firm of HOWARD W. HENRY & COMPANY,

6

CERTIFY that I

7

Shorthand and transcribed,

8

under my supervision and direction;

9

true and correct record of the proceedings had at that time

10
11

DO HEREBY

reported the foregoing case in Stenographic
or had the same transcribed
and that the same is a

and place.
I

FURTHER CERTIFY that I

am not employed by any of the

parties to this acticn or attorneys appearing herein,
13

that I

14

case.

15

16

18
19

and

have no financial interest in the outcome of this

WITNESS my hand this 29th day of October,
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LEGAL NOTICE
NEW MEXICO ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT DIVISION
HAZARDOUS WASTE BUREAU
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503
PUBLIC NOTICE NO. 37

September 15, 1989

NOTICE OF EXTENSION OF COMMENT PERIOD
KIRTLAND AIR FORCE BASE RCRA-HSWA PERMIT
The New Mexico Environmental Improvement Division (NMEID) and the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region VI
have extended the public comment period on the Kirtland Air Force
Base (KAFB) draft hazardous waste permits.
The comment period
will now close October 16, 1989.
The administrative record for this decision consists of a fact
sheet, .Ki"'\FB's permit application (parts A and B) and related
correspondence.
The draft permit and full administrative record
may be reviewed at the EID Central Off ice at the Harold Runnels
Building, 1190 St. Francis Drive, Santa Fe, New Mexico. The fact
sheet, text of the permit application and the draft permit may be
reviewed at the EID District I office, 4131 Montgomery Boulevard
NE, Alb~querque, New Mexico, at the Albuquerque Public Library,
501 Copper NW, Albuquerque, New Mexico, or at the EPA library,
1445 Ross Avenue, Dallas, Texas.
To obtain a copy of the
administrative record or any part thereof, at 35 cents per page,
please contact Mr. Nick Van Kleeck at the address below or call
(505) 827-0582.
Mr. Nick Van Kleeck
Hazardous Waste Bureau
N2300 Runnels Building
1190 St. Francis Dr.
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503

Mr. Bill Honker, Chief
RCRA Permits Branch
U.S EPA Region VI
1445 Ross Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75202-2733

Any person who wishes to comment upon the proposed per.:iits or to
request a public hearing should submit written comments and/or a
request, along with the commentor' s name and address, to both
addresses above by October 16; 1989.
A joint EID/EPA public hearing has been tentatively scheduled for
9:00 a.m.
on October 24,
1989,
in the auditorium of the
Albuquerque Public Library, 501 Copper NW, Albuquerque, New
Mexico.
EID reserves the right to cancel the public hearing if
no outstanding requests for a hearing are received by October 16,
1989.
If a hearing is held, the comment period will be extended
through the close of the hearing.
A public information meeting will be held at 7:00 p.m. on
September 21, 1989 at the East San Jose Elementary School, 415
For further information,
Thaxton Avenue SE in Albuquerque.
please contact Mr. Van Kleeck at (505) 827-058PA2/
~
EXHIBIT
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LEGAL NOTICE
NEW MEXICO ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPROVEMENT DIVISION
HAZARDOUS WASTE BUREAU
Santa Fe. New Mexico 87503
PUBLIC NOTICE NO. 37
Sep<ember 15, 1989
NOTICE OF EXTENSION OF
COMMENT PERIOD
KIRTLAND AIR FORCE BASE'
RCRA-HSWA PERMIT
The New Mexico Env1ronmentat
lmprovemeru DtvOSIOn (NMEID) and
the United States EnvironmeruaJ Protection Agency (EPA) ReglOn VI have
extended the public comment penod
on the Kirtland Air Force Base
(KAFB) drat! hazardous waste permrts. The comment penod will now
close October 16. 1989.
The adm1mstrat1ve record for tllis
decos10n conslSIS ol a fact sheet
KAFB's permit applicatlOn (pans A
and B) and related correspondence .
The drat! perrrut and full administrative record may ne rev10wed at the
EID Central Office at tile Harold
Runnels Building. 1190 SL Francis
Drive, Santa Fe. New MexlCO. The
tact sheet, text of the perm~ application and tile draft perrrut may be
reviewed at the EID Distnct I office;
4131 Montgomery Boulevard NE.
Albuquerque. New Mexico. at the
Albuquerque Public Library, 501 Cojl"
per NW. Albuquerque, New Mexico,
or at the EPA ltbrary. 1445 Ross
Avenue. Dallas, Texas. To oblaln ~
copy ot the admi'11Strattve record Oil
·any part thereof. at 35 cents per
page, please contact Mr. Nick VaA
Kleeck at the address below or call
(505) 827-0582.
Mr. Nick Van Kleeck, Hazardous
Waste Bureau. N2300 Runnels Building, 1190 St. Francos Drive. Santa Fe.
New MexlCO 87503
Mr. Bill Honker. Chief. RCRA
Permrts Branch. U.S. EPA Region Vf,
1445 Ross Avenue. Dallas. Texas
75202-2733
A"f person who woshes to commeru upon the proposed permits or to
request a putllic hearing should sub'
mtt: written commencs and/or a request. along with the commentor·s
name and address. to both addresses
aoove t:fo1October16. 1989.
A JOlnt EID/EPA public nearing haa
been teruattvety scl'leduled for 9:00
a.m. on October 24, 1989. 1n tl'W
audttonum ot the Albuquerque Public
i..J!lrary, 501 Copper NW. Albuquer•
que. New Mexico. EID reserves the
rignt to cancel the puouc hearing 1t no
outstanding requests tor a hearing
are received t:fo/October 16. 1989. It a
hearing 1s he'd. the comment penod
will be extended ttvougn tile clOSe of
the heanng.
A public 1ntormat10n meeting will be
held at 700 p.m. on Sep<ember 21;
1989 at tne East San Jose Element•
ary School, 415 Thaxton Avenue SE
in Albuquerque. For tu rt her 1ntormation. please contact Mr. Van Kleec~a1
(505) 827-0582.
Journal. Sep<ember 15. 1989
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PUBLIC HEARING
KIRTLAND AIR FORCE BASE
RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY ACT ("RCRA")
DRAFT OPERATING PERMIT NM 9570024423
October 24, 1989
ORDER OF EID PROCEEDING
1.

Introductory statement by Hearing Officer.

2.

Prepared Exhibits offered by EID attorney.
(Additional
exhibits may be offered by anyone during hearing.)

3.

Testimony by EID.
a.

4.

Cross-examination by public and/or KAFB.

Testimony by public.
a.
b.

Cross-examination by public (other than member of the
public testifying).
Cross-examination by EID.

5. Rebuttal testimony by anyone (subject to crossexamination) .
6.

Conclusion of public hearing by Hearing Officer.

~

I'

EXHIBIT

3

FACT SHEET
Intent to Issue a Permit for the Operation
of Hazardous Waste Units
Under the
New Mexico Hazardous Waste Act
Activities:

Hazardous waste storage in containers.

Facility Name:

Kirtland Air Force Base

EPA I.D. Number:

NM9570024423

Location:

Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico 87117

Landowner:

United States Air Force

Facility Operator:

Kirtland Air Force Base

Interim Status
Activities:

Description of
the permit:

Kirtland Air Force Base (KAFB) is a United
States Department of Defense installation
conducting a range of military training,
maintenance and research activities.
These
activities generate a wide variety of
hazardous chemical wastes.
Wastes are
currently stored in containers in two
concrete bunkers originally designed for
munitions storage. All wastes are ultimately
shipped off-site for disposal at a permitted
facility.
The permit describes the procedures,
structures and equipment KAFB will use to
store wastes in -containers at the two
existing units and at a new building
current 1 y under construct ion.
Wastes are
stored in mi 1 i tary-specif icat ion containers
w h i ch me e t o r e x-c e e 9- Department of
Transportati~n
(DOT) requirements, and are
. :P h y'·s i c a 1 l y ,_, s e p a r a t e d
a c cor d i ng
t o
.:."".. compatibility.
The permit includes a waste
-·analysis plan, inspection plan, training
plan, contingency plan, closure plan,
operating procedures and the regulations
applicable for the permit period.

Availability of
'tht: nra!t nert1\i_"t·

~ copy is available for public revi~w d!
~h2
f:nvironmental Imp:.cuPic.~~,-J;. n::.-.·is.:i.011 District ::

c
..
i

I

ft (

~1~/1-y
.·

EXHIBIT

i

office library at 4131 1'. _.1tgomery Boulevard
NE, Albuquerque, NM 87109.
Col'Qlent Period:

Procedures for
Requesting a
Hearing:

Final Decision:

Any person, inc1uding the applicant, who
wishes to comment on the tentative decision
to issue the permit may do so by submitting
written comments to the NMEID, Hazardous
Waste Management Program, 1190 St. Francis
Drive, Santa Fe, NM 87503, ATTENTION:
Mr.
Nick Van Kleeck.
Only comments received by
September 1, 1989, will be considered.

Any person, including the applicant, who
wishes to request a public hearing concerning
the proposed action, may do so by submitting
a written request to the address in the above
section.
Any request for a hearing shall be
submitted in writing and shall state the
nature of the issues proposed to be raised in
the hearing.
Only requests received by
August 17, 1989, will be considered.
All comments submitted on this proposed
act ion w i 11 be considered in formulating a
final decision.
Under the Hazardous Waste
Management Regulations, the Director may
either approve the permit as written, modify
the permit based on the comments received, or
deny the permit, either in whole or in part.
If the permit is issued, it will become the
operating conditions for hazardous waste
management at KAFB.
If the permit is denied
in whole or in part, the uni ts for which a
permit is denied will lose interim status and
will be required to close under the Hazardous
Waste Management Regulations for interim
status uni ts.
The NMEID will notify KAFB,
and each person who submitted a written
comment during the public comment period, of
the final decision, or of any public hearing
which may be scheduled.
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SOUTHWEST RESEARCH AND INFORMATION CENTER
Waste Handling Improvement Opportunities at
Kirtland Air Force Base:
Comments on the Proposed
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act Permit
for Kirtland Air Force Base
prepared by
Wm. Paul Robinson

for submittal at the
October 24-25 Public Hearings
on the
KAFB RCRA Permit
conducted by
New Mexico Environmental Improvement Division
and
US Environmental Protection Agency
Albuquerque, New Mexico

P.O. BOX 4524

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO 87106

Compliance with a final Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) permit
by Kirtland Air Force Base (KAFB) will upgrade the management of hazardous
wastes past, present and future at the Base, however there is substantial room
for improvement in the proposed draft permit. Proposed modifications,
developed to enhance hazardous waste handlin9 at KAFB, to the draft RCRA
permit as prepared by the New Mexico Environmental Improvement Division (EID)
and US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for KAFB are addressed in these
comments. These comments have been prepared after review of the proposed
permit, the permit applications and RCRA.
Off Site Hazardous Waste Storage
A primary concern is the provision, through section 11.B.2 of the draft
permit, allowing KAFB to receive hazardous wastes from off-site sources. This
provision authorizing the handling of off-site wastes should be removed from
the permit as it:
1) does not improve the handling or minimize the volume and toxicity
of hazardous waste generated by KAFB and
2) increases human health and environmental risks associated with
transport of hazardous waste through residential and commercial areas
along the public roads neccesary to access KAFB's proposed storage
facility from off-site locations.
KAFB should be authorized to handle only wastes generated on site and should
not be authorized to accept wastes from off site generators. II.B.2 should be
amended to read: "This Permit does not allow the Permittee to accept waste
from off-site sources." A less preferable alternative amendment would be to,
after review of the New Mexico Hazardous Waste Capacity Assurance Plan, limit
off-site waste to only hazardous waste from other military facilities, already
subject to waste minimization treatment, but at no time more than 10% of the
total storage volume authorized under the permit.
As drafted in the proposed permit, the limitations in Section II.B.2 do not
obligate off-site waste generators to comply with the proposed permit with
respect to waste characterization, waste storage or waste minimization, II.B.2
merely require the permitee -- KAFB -- to notify the off-site generator "that
he has the appropriate Permits". II.B.2 does not even limit off-site sources
to military installations, allowing KAFB to receive wastes from governmental
and non-governmental generators at unidentifi,ed locations.
Importing waste from other sites will increase the potential risk associated
with waste to be stored at KAFB and will increase the potential accident risk
associated with hazardous waste transportation to and from KAFB. The risks are
increased as a result of the increase in waste transportation activity in
residential and commercial areas associated with on and off-Base movements of
hazardous waste at KAFB.
Other than the offsite waste, no hazardous waste will be transported to KAFB.
This increased risk associated with the transportation of wastes generated
outside KAFB does not appear to comply with the permit requirement to "operate
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the facility to minimize the possiblity of ..•• sudden or nonsudden release of
hazardous waste consitituents to air, soil or surface water".
Receipt of off-site waste will reduce the a.mount of storage space available
for KAFB generated wastes and utilize stora<:Je building capacity which could
otherwise be allocated to waste exchange or waste reduction activities
required under the RCRA permit. The off-site waste storage authority provides
no beneficial function related to KAFB waste handling.
Storage of off-site wastes has not been rev:iewed in the context of the
recently published New Mexico Hazardous Waste Capacity Assurance Plan, plans
being prepared by states across the nation :in compliance with RCRA. Hazardous
Waste storage and handling capacity state-wide should be assessed, and statewide policy established on out-of-state hazardous waste receipt and storage,
prior to NMEID approval of off-site, and out-of-state, hazardous waste, on a
permit by permit basis.
As such, it appears reasonable and prudent to restrict hazardous waste
management activities under the permit to waste generated within the
permittee's exterior boundaries. Such a restriction to on-site waste is found
in the proposed RCRA permit for Los Alamos l~ational Laboratory.
This restriction to only on-site wastes appears to be compatable with the
Governor of New Mexico commitment to limit '"aste imports to New Mexico,
including radioactive, mixed radioactive and hazardous and solid waste.
Hazardous Waste Storage Facility Siting
The proposed hazardous waste storage site authorized in the permit is Building
1024 on KAFB, a location less than a half mile from Gibson Blvd. and the
Albuquerque Veteran's Hospital. This location is a very high risk site,
particularly when compared to other more isolated locations available on KAFB.
This site will require the transportation of hazardous wastes on public roads
in residential and commercial neighborhood as such routes are neccesary to
reach Building 1024. Such transportation related risks could minimized by
selecting, and transfering Building 1024 activities to, a site on the southern
part of KAFB, outside the Tijeras Arroyo, with access available through less
well travelled routes accessed from Los Picaros Road.
Building 1024 is located in an area of extensive air traffic as it is just
north of a runway used frequently by commercial and military air traffic and
south of the Hospital where emergency helicopter traffic may be directed. The
building 1024 location maximizes public road traffic and increases air traffic
accident risks relative to other potential hazardous waste storage sites on
KAFB. The selected site does not appear to comply with the objectives of RCRA,
which include at section 1003(a)4:
"assuring that hazardous waste management practices are conducted in a
manner which protects human health and the environment."
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This objective is not complied with because the management practices of
transportation and storage will be conducted in areas of high population and

air traffic, inappropriately high when compared to other locations on KAFB.
To remedy this situation, the permit should be changed to:
1) require a location other than the present site for building 1024
for RCRA permitted activity, or
2) require an alternative site be developed and used on some
reasonable time table such as three to five years.
Such a change would insure that neighborhoods and air transport corridors are
much more isolated from KAFB hazardous waste handling activities than the
proposed site. As such, human health and the environment would be better
protected by an alternate site other than that selected by KAFB prior to
issuance of the draft permit. KAFB has constructed Building 1024 prior to
permit approval, even prior to issuance to the public of the draft permit. As

a result, the construction of Building 1024 should be recognized to have
proceeded at the permittee's own risk and not weighted in the evaluation of
RCRA waste storage siting on KAFB.
Waste Minimization
No waste minimization activities are proposed in the permit application and
the proposed permit does no more than recite the waste minimization language
found in RCRA. This shortcoming is a critical flaw in the proposed activity as
waste reduction is the principal mechanism for minimizing waste storage, waste
handling and waste disposal costs.
The permit should be revised to insure that a thorough waste minimization plan
is developed as quickly as possible to both reduce waste disposal costs and
reduce waste volumes. The permit should require KAFB to, for each waste
stream:
1) identify technology or chemical alternatives to reduce waste volume
and toxicity,
2) identify waste exchange opportunities to encourage reuse of
potential waste and
3) utilize waste reduction technologies to minimize the volume of
waste not reusable in other processes.
4) implement waste reduction technologies at the KAFB hazardous waste
storage building.
Requiring the permittee to implement this waste minimization plan will ensure
that minimization is actively investigated for each waste stream on KAFB.
Allowing off-site waste, of unknown volume, would inappropriately restrict the
availability of space at the storage building for waste reduction activities.
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Community Relations Plan
The proposed permit fails to describe a reasonable community relations plan
for either the RCRA or Hazardous and Solid waste Amendments (HSWA) activities
proposed by KAFB. This failure contradicts the requirement, under RCRA section
7004(b)1 that: "Public participation in the •••• enforcement of any regulation
•.• or program under this Act shall be provided for, encouraged and assisted
by the Administrator and the States."
This "provide for and encourage" language has not been complied with in the
community relation plan proposed in the permit. To remedy this situation, the
final permit should establish a firm schedule for KAFB, as the permittee, to
meet with interested parties to establish a effective, interactive community
relations plan. The implementation of this plan should be a condition of
permit approval, in keeping with the language of RCRA.
Past Waste Handling Practices
KAFB has done only a limited job of investigating past waste disposal
practices. The Base, or its contractors, should be required, as a condition of
the permit, to meet with interested parties to identify information on past
waste handling practices. This contact should include direct interviews, and
field visits to disposal sites, with individuals who hauled KP.FB wastes prior
to 1980. The Base should also be required to thoroughly evaluate all available
aerial photography and other records from the 1945 - 1980 period to supplement
the limited records retained on waste practices by KAFB. These investigations
should include records of major construction activities on the Base,
including, but not limited to, rock excavation and construction associated
with the Manzano Base.
Similarly, major rainfall and runoff events during the 1945 - 1980 period
should be investigating to assess the potential of such runoff to transport
hazardous waste off Base property in the downstream direction.
As the Air Force is a potentially responsible party at the San Jose Superfund
Site, movements of waste from that site to KAFB should be thoroughly
inestigated to determine if waste from the San Jose facility which the Air
Force or its contractors operated at the Superfund site were transported to
landfills or the Base or other locations.

This completes my comments on the permit at this time. Thank you for the
opportunity to address this important matter.
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SOU'fHWEST ORGANIZING PROJECT
COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY ACT
PERMIT FOR KIRTLAND AIR FORCE BASE
OCTOBER 24, 1989

The handling of hazardous waste at Kirtland Air force Base is
a major issue in terms of the health and well-being of Albuquerque
area communities.
Kirtland is presently under investigation to
determine if the Base is responsible for nitrate and nitroglycerin
contamination
in
the
Mountainview
neighborhood
south
of
Albuquerque.
Future handling of waste must be closely monitored
and the public must be made aware of how hazardous waste is
impacting and may impact local neighborhoods.
These are specific concerns and criticisms of the Kirtland permit
for storage of hazardous waste on Base and the public participation
process of the NM Environmental Improvement Division (EID) and the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
Siting of Hazardous Waste Storage Facility 1024

*
Kirtland' s new hazardous waste storage building (Building
1024) is constructed within 1600 feet of the Veteran's
Administration Hospital and Bullhead Park. The site is close
a major street (Gibson Boulevard) .
If an accident should
happen, many local residents and hospital patients would be
threatened;

*
Building 1024 is also near one of the airport runways
and heliports from the VA Hospital, vulnerable to air traffic
accidents;
*
The site should be moved to a more isolated location on
the base to reduce the risk to the local population;
*
Kirtland and the NM Environmental Improvement Division
must be criticized for proceeding with construction of the new
facility before issuing of the permit and before allowing for
public input.
*
Emergency response plans for the local population must
be developed and made public in case of an accident.
This
plan should include public notification, notice to local fire
and police, and evacuation measures;
*
Transportation routes of hazardous materials from
Kirtland should be made public, along with the frequency of
vehicles carrying hazardous wastes and an account of chemicals
being transported;

SWOP COMMENTS TO KAFB RCRA PERMIT APPLICATION, October 23, 1989,
PG.2

Definitions:

*
Kirtland will be storing up to 36,000 gallons of
hazardous waste at any given time.
There are no limits to
types of waste, only total volume of all wastes. The permit
should specify limits on total volume for types of waste;
*
The definition of new material versus waste is not
clearly defined, leaving the door open for negligence and
avoidance of regulation. KAFB may label any waste "new" and
protect that supply from hazardous waste regulation.
The
permit should specify a clear definition of what is "waste"
and perhaps establish a deadline for storage of any type of
chemical on base;
*
It is unclear what is defined as "minor" modifications
to the RCRA Permit versus "major". This allows the permittee
to close the door on public notice and participation in
decisions regarding the permit.
The permit should require
that public notification be given on any changes proposed for
the permit;
Off site waste:

*
The permit draft allows for storage of off-site wastes.
This will allow Kirtland to be a storage facility for other
hazardous waste generators, and will increase the amount of
waste being transported on local highways and streets.
Section II.B.2 should read:
"This Permit does not allow the Permi ttee to accept waste from
off-site sources."

*
The permit does not require off site hazardous waste
generators to comply with waste characterization, waste
storage, or waste minimization requirements outlined in the
permit. The permit should require these generators to comply
with the guidelines of the permit;
Waste minimization:

*
The permit draft does not provide a plan for minimizing
the hazardous wastes on the base.
A minimization plan must
be developed and publicized which should require reduction and
recycling options to reduce the amounts and toxicity of the
wastes.
A goal should be established for 50% reduction of
hazardous waste generated in all waste streams on the base
(including tenant organizations) within 5 years;

SWOP COMMENTS TO KAFB RCRA PERMIT APPLICATION, October 23, 1989,
PG.3

Public participation and monitoring:

*
EPA, NMEID, and Kirtland Air Force Base should establish
a committee of local citizens to oversee the present and
future handling of wastes on KAFB and the development of
public notification, education, and emergency response plans.

The committee should not be merely advisory but should have
decision making powers:

*

A deadline should be immediately established for
formation of this committee:

the

*

Local citizen organizations should be directly involved
in the formation of the committee, determining participants,
their roles, duties and responsibilities:

*
NMEID and EPA should increase the number of site visits
to the base, and local citizens should also be allowed site
visits on the base. SWOP requests that the NMEID and the EPA
meet with SWOP and other groups to discuss this issue
specifically:

*
Local citizens groups should receive all written
documentation resulting from the RCRA permit process:
Comments to the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) portion
of the KAFB RCRA permit application:

*
The records search conducted by EPA for the permit
application was inadequate and does not include reports issued
in the past by DOE and EPA (see addendums) .
The records
search should be conducted again in more depth and detail:
*
Contractors employed in the RCRA process should be
required to meet with citizens to review test results and
analyses.
The permit should also require that citizens get
all written documentation resulting from the HSWA permit
process.
*
Proposals to the Installation Restoration Program of KAFB
made by Southwest Organizing Project and the Southwest
Research and Information Center should be incorporated in the
RCRA/HSWA process.
These proposals will help determine if
there is contamination off of the base which is a result of
Kirtland activities: (see addendums)

*

EPA should also conduct monitoring southwest of the base
in the Tijeras Arroyo to determine if any contamination from
KAFB has migrated from the base downstream.

SWOP COMMENTS TO KAFB RCRA PERMIT APPLICATION, October 23, 1989,
PG.4

RCRA public participation process:

*

NMEID and EPA must accept criticism for involving the
Public outreach
and education were very weak. In the future, the public must
be encouraged to participate in these activities at a much
earlier time. More emphasis must be placed on public outreach
and education through public meetings, and the public must be
involved in decision making.
We ask that NMEID and EPA
consider this in light of upcoming permit applications for
other facilities such as Sandia National Laboratories.

public at •uoh a late stage in the process.

28 July 19BB
Hountainview Advisory Council
c/o Southwest Organizing Project
1114 7th St. NW
Albuquerque, NM 87102
Herry Davidson
1606 ABW/DEEV
Kirtland Air Force Base,

NM

87117

Deer Herry:
This letter constitutes our written comments and proposed
changes for the draft Statement of Work <SOW> of 05 July 19BB,
Installation Restoration Program.
We ere pleased to be pert of
this process.
We want to complement the Air Force on this work
and expect that our proposed changes will be incorporated into the
final SOW.
The Air Force is also to be complemented on the
thoroughness of its well, bore hole, end well-screen installation
procedures as described in the SOW.
Our proposed changes ere es follows:

*
Analytical parameters for the investigation should
include the chemicals listed in Annex A for soil end water
samples et sites 1, 2, 3, end 9.
The list of parameters in
the SOW should match those in the Annex.
*
The explosives analyses should be able to detect those
nitrogen based explosives identified in the Mounteinview
area.
•
The SOW should list a total minimum number of wells and
borings for each site, not just a maximum.
•
The shallow aquifer borings and groundwater test wells
should reach the groundwater table in all cases and not stop
et the maximum depth of 100 feet.
•
The SOW should include a sampling program et the
juncture of the Coyote and Tijeras Arroyos.
The program
would include a set of soil teats, shallow aquifer borings an
groundwater test wells.
•
The points of contact list should include Michael
Guerrero at the Southwest Organizing Project and Paul
Robinson at Southwest Research and Information Center:
Michael Guerrero
SW Organizing Project
1114 7th St. NW
Albuquerque, HM 87102
<505) 247-8832

Paul Robinson
SW Research & Info. Ctr.
PO Box 4524
Albuquerque, HM 87106
(505) 262-1862

Hountainvi•w Advi•ory Council/KAFB ltr.

Pg.2

*
The SOW should indicate that notice will be provided to the
Hountainview Advisory Council POC's when all drillings will take
place so that Paul Robinson might be present to observe the
process.

Land£ill 1,

Land£ill 2,

and Land£ill 4:

*
The SOW should include a minimum 0£ 3 samples to be taken £or
the shallow aqui£er borings and groundwater test wells described
in parts B and C.

Tij•r•• Arroyo

*
For a more complete program, we would suggest that 5 wells
and 12 soil borings be completed at the Southwest end 0£ TA and
each sampled several times.
Thia would ensure a .more complete and
thorough data base.
We still await Kirtland's written response to the
Hountainview Advisory Council letter dated 08 July 1988 veri£ying
the agreements made at our July 8 meeting.
Please send this
response es soon ae possible.
Thank you.

Michael Guerrero
Hountainview Advisory Council/
Southwest Organizing Project
cc:
Costas Logothetis - Director Engineering, Construction,
Development Directorate, KAFB
Col. Thomas Sullivan - Base Commender, KAFB
Boyd Hamilton - NHEID
Amy Childers - NHEID
Kathy Peter - USGS
Dennis Lundquist - USAF/OEHL
Wayne Caughman - HQ MAC/DEEV
Sing Chia - AFRCE-CR/ROV POC

SOUTHWEST ORGAHIZIHG PROJECT
HOUHTAIHVIEW ADVISORY COUNCIL
PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE IHSTALLATIOH RESTORATION PROGRAM
WORK PLAH
RECOHHEHDATIOHS TO THE OVERALL WORK PLAH
1>

The Werk Plan must liat a minimum number cf wells and borings
each site, not just a maximum.

for

2>

Hand auger procedures as outlined in the Quality Assurance Project
Plan <CAPP>:
A>

The QAPP only specifies that soil samples will be taken at
levels of 5, 10,
and 25 feet.
In order to eliminate the
large gap between the 10 foot and 25 foot range, samples
must be taken at five foot intervals up to 25 feet.

B>

All samples at all sites must be tested for all primary
substances
affecting
the
Hountainviev
community,
particularly nitrogen <TKH, H03) and explosives.

SITES: LANDFILL AREAS
ALL LAHDFILLS1
1>

The surface geophysical survey proposed at Landfill No.1
covers a very small area.
The survey must be expanded to
cover a much broader area and provide a more complete
picture of what is in the landfill.

2>

Surface
geophysical surveys
Landfills No.2 and No.4.

3)

A minimum of tvo soil borings should be completed and eight
boring soil samples should be taken at each landfill.
Locations of the soil borings should be based on the
findings of the geophysical surveys.

4)

Soil gas samples should be taken at each landfill
any other possible hazardous materials.

must

also

be

included

at

to seek

LANDFILL H0.2
1>

Distances between the proposed hand auger sites at Landfill
Ho.2 are greater than 200 feet.
Hore hand auger sites must
be added to reduce these intervals.

IRP PROPOSED CHANGES, 3/16/89, PG.2

TIJERAS ARROYO: SITE H0.9
1>

The agreed amendments which were included in the correspondence
from Kirtland Air Force Base to the SouthWest Organizing Project
state that one groundwater monitor test well shall be added at the
Northeast perimeter of the base and at the Southwest perimeter,
totaling two wells at each end of the Tijeras Arroyo on KAFB.
The Work Plan accounts for only one well at each end.
include these extra wells.

The WP must

2>

The proposed locations 0£ the monitoring wells are not within the
Arroyo. At least one of the proposed wells at each end must be
drilled within the Arroyo.

1>

The SouthWest Organizing Project/Hountainview Advisory Council
should also receive the monthly reports along with raw data
results from any testing analyses as they become available.

2>

We request that we also be present when drillinga take place
that we can become more familiar with the process.

OTHER:
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1190 St. Francis Drive

Governor

Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503
CARLA L. MUTH
Secretary
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MICHAEL J. BURKHART
Deputy Secretary
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March 9, 1989
Colonel Thomas W. Sullivan, Commander
1606 Air Base Wing
Kirtland Air Force Base, NM 87117
Dear Colonel Sullivan:
I have recently reviewed the RCRA Facilities Assessment (RFA)
report performed by A. T. Kearney for EPA, dated August 5, 1988.
While I am not directly involved in oversight of the Installation
Restoration Program (IRP) activities planned at Kirtland, as the
state permit writer for Kirtland I feel obligated to inform you
that the work scheduled under the IR? may be insufficient to meet
the requirements for corrective action mandated by the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).
The Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984 (HSWA) require
al 1 facilities seeking a permit to undertake corrective action
at all solid waste management units (SWMUs) from which there has
been a release of hazardous constituents, regardless of the time
the waste was placed in the unit.
The schedule for corrective
action will be specified by EPA in the federal portion of your
~pcoming RCRA permit.
Dozens of SWMUs, including several land disposal units,
identified by the RFA are not addressed in Kirtland's IRP.
Further, the site inve~tigations planned under the IRP appear to
be inadequate to characterize the nature and extent of releases
to the degree required by RCRA, and it is very likely that EPA
will require further investigative activities at these sites.
Mr. Richard Mayer of EPA' s Region VI off ice is responsible for
the federal portion of Kirtland's permit, and he is more than
willing to work with you to ensure than any work performed under
the IRP will satisfy corrective action standards.
His telephone
number is (214) 655-6785 and the mailing address is 1445 Ross
Avenue, Dallas, TX 75202.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Colonel Sullivan
March 9, 1989
Page 2
Thank

you

for

hesitate to
assistance.

your

call

me

continued

at

cooperation.

827-05132

if

I

Nick Van Kleeck
Environmental Scientist
Hazardous Waste Section
cc: Richard Mayer, EPA Region VI

Colonel Peter Warn, KAFB EMD
Amy Childers-Lewis, EID-Superfund
Susanne Moore-Mayne, EID-Hazardous Waste
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0 f particuh r concern· to base
By NOLAN HESTER
.officials is whether the abandoned
Journal Staff Writer
dump in Tijeras Arroyo is leaching
Kirtland Air Force Base officials are
wastes into South Valley wells that are
moving ahead in a search to find out if
downstream.
toxic wastes are escaping from six
Officials stress that the possibility Is
base sites and creating a public health
"\
remote, despite the charges of South
hazard.
Valley resident John Beal that Ameri·
As part of a nationwide cleanup efcan Car and Foundry dumped its
fort by the Air Force, the base has
wastes at the site for more than a dee-.
hired a local contractor to come up
ade. The company made nuclear weapwith cost estimates and plans for deon components at what is now the
termining what chemicals - if any General Electric plant at Broadway 1
may be le<iking from the six sites.
and Woodward SE.
Heading the list is a landfill where a
_(o_rm.~ul..f!f ense qi_11tr.actQU~J?:Q[t~Jy
A former truck driver for ACF, Beal·
dumped an_es~imated_l}_O,Q09_,gaU.@.~
said he helped dump thouS<1nds of gal·· ·
_of Jiazar_dous...s:hemicaJ.s_itt.Jhe_12:@_s,_ Ions of hazardous solvents and liquid.
T!iu_ite, which was brought to the atplastics into the arroyo. Beal's claims·
prompted base officials this spring to ·
_ tention of base officials by the Journal, lies at tbe. bo_tt_q!TI_.of Tijeras _~ 7 . • makf: the site their top priority in the
i:_u_y_o...._which_cuts .ac;ross JGrtland.and
chemical investigation.
. .. : ·~ :. ·'
Th
f th ·,
f t' will~ ·
drains much of the Sandia Mountain~.
0
: ~ace
e mves iga 100
.: . _: ·
: . The oJherJiY.e..sites..underJnvestiga~ _tion..are_tQe .. base'sJireJritlning.area _.2., det~1mmed by the ~~aunt or money_:.:.~~,.~
1. :and.1ouunor:e..1MdfillJ1ites including : ava1lable, Senchy sru~. Wa~tin_g to get .·!~-'-'i':.
~
h.
h · ·
'd di
· · the se<irch under .~ay''Bs quickly 8Jf :ff,.-,,~
;· o_ne. .w e~. eay:y_m._eJll 1~-~n. --¥--·~~: ~ possible, he n'cited .tha_t the ~ase:•,:.f-;tif'
t ttve;t.est an.imals_w.er.e.~ur:e3. , ,. ..-· :'. . · .. ~~iped up:' th~ ss.ooo. t~ pay for~·~ •,t~l1
,
~tr_e4_und.~r-11,.s9ntmumg contrkt,
imt1al planmng work!·".f.-f.;;a ·;;'Ci';'. J -!.:~ ';~ :z~
I
s~1en~;e-~PP!~~t~qn,sJ!!_£· ~-~~~.9~~!.-:.___ .. :
.. ~ ... •t'fo·,·"~-~-.' . ..n{f.;'..2, n~-~ ~:Jt~~i.',:~~:~\
; _que ..w1ll_spend ~$~,OOOi to dec1ae where · . Before any ~.e~ls.lor;t. ls .ll1ade to drill~.,.~·~:/.·..,,~
J; a netWork.Of_ground_W,~ier· mo~it~ripg 1.'. test_'\vells; Serichi .Spld :¥Ui~ AJ:lift~~ ~:-~N
:_J~·.e]l_s_slto~JJ_Q_e_·~..EP·.J! the network" · Command at Seo~ A1r, ror~ &tse In~·;.'::\•
ls approved, sample~ would be tested ... Wino is will 'rev~e~lEe·p~S,:/~');'.'::
to see .If any .chem1cals a.re moving~· · Once the drilliilg 'Program ce~~~.. :~\'..:'
. .into the are.a_'s groun~ v:ater suppllesL:~: : . Senchy said test~ .Will.l>e_made_fo_~[f;' \'!:·i'
. "We' re go mg at this as fast as poss1-:· ':. dangerous levels.o~any__of.100 ...pnon:.-; ' · c:
ble, b~t w_e can't give anybody a time~·. JY c_tien~j~alli.'. :J~!.~_P.re.~~n~J~ .~h-~ : ' ..
table, said Capt. Robert Senchy, heiid, gr9.u_rL9.-~.t~r. . : . · ~ .. ·. . . , ...
of the base's Bio-Environmental En.,.
"We're not hlding anything," he said.:.~
gineering Section. Senchy will super- .. "IJ tbere is .something there, we want.! ..
vise the search. . .
· .·· · · ,·:· :::~: · \ ..:, ·.
~w i,fxJUt ll" ::' .:: ,..,:;,'·i"f,.;... ;' \ ..' ••
',' • .'.o.- . \'J"".,l'Jr
,A"t'''ITl'•>.:·'"''':!~I
:t·):· ·,J.•~il:.:..l!•· ... ~lid,"'.I'' ~':1·1·~~~,,~i..l~J.:;.:
·.!f1
.. . , , . , ............
..... ·· ~ \:-,.
\...~--.....1.-c~M,,,H '"""A:.'i'S:.;:-.P..l.t..:....:.::.t.~ .... ~-~
·
· n:ti'l~-_._.
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Drilling crews have begun work in
Tijeras Arroyo south of Albuquerque in
an attempt to determine whether the
aiiea has been contaminated by toxic
waste.
.
'.An Albuquerque man, John Beal,
claims a former defense contractor
dumped 170,000 gallons of solvents in
cqe arroyo during the 1960s.
•Although Kirtland Air Force Base
officials are skeptical, 'Tijeras Arroyo is
o~e of five Kirtland dumps that will be
checked this summer under the militafy equivalent of the Environmental
fyotection Agency's Superfund
program.
.
.
'T~re are no officiari-ecords showing

r/-6 t:..,.;_

6 / l- f-3 '1--'}

. :,

.' ·•

toxic solvents :vvere dumped at the site
and state environmental officials failed'
ro find any when they checked water<
wells in the South Valley where the·
arroyo ends. The state tests were coo. I
ducted earlier this year.
..
·· ;
Beal said he drove a truck and made ;
regular trips to the arroyo. He said be 1
helped dump unsea.l ed barrels of haz.ar.·j
dous solvents and liquid plastics into~
unlined pit.
· : .: : .~ ! f
Drilling began Wednesay at the· Wl
jeras Arroyo site. Officials said seveaji
100-foot-deep shafts will be sunk at eac~
of the five dump sites and a monito~~
device will be placed at the. bottom of\
each hole.
·
The meters will indicate wheth~ tmY:!l
~quid wates are present.
11'1
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Fo·r.g·:otten·:Dump May· Be Time:·H6ffi:}J:.t
,. ·~

1 ,. ~··- "· . . /0<f .•
.
By NoLANiiEsTI:R..,:· '-f . · '1-: .; As.~any as 3,ooo open SS· gallon
, • ..,..; . .
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.
then the
. barrels were dumped into the arroyo,
s1.on-hauled.~lL1t$_~U dS,:~.th. ~~
.
!<.:\¥;'.:.
· ,.
r : I · · ··.:which drains most of the rain and Kirtland dump s.tte·frorn).~55/to-.~7::._.~
.. ExceptJ~rf,thunks of concrete pok·< .. snow runoff from the Sandi.a Moun· ·. Since 1967, ~ene~·Electric-~s'·..rw;i;(;:
1ng thr()ugb the sandy ground, the tAins into the Rio Grande.
. the pl.ant and 1ts w~steure_~l~:~JL-~
quiet arroyo off.ers.no hint.it. was ever \ State _officials are. urging that test-. .special site ~ut of staiii.':i''~i:-~·t;1\~f-~. it·~~
a busy.1 dum..P..The :tumblewcedi and mg be gm to determine whether there
Though Air ~orce ·~!fi.~)t~~· c~
tangle of ~ttonwood Stull}PS could be is a threat to public health. They warn
the dump's eXJstence;:t~1_:Wt:i;e.;.Utl&'.1
anywhere in the New Mexico desert.
that the wastes may have see.i:>ed i~to ware of its contents unti!·~cl\;Crjve~41
: But ~rom ~955 to 1~7,. the arroyo the water table and could be mvadmg
~ohn Beal came· fqrward~ ~.~ptt~glib1
was alive with rumbling truck&. An South Valley wells east of the nver.
It has now been ranlcedJZSS..,~~~.~
«:s~ed 170,000 gallon_s of haz.ardous · "Potent~lly, we'd have to consider.It dangerous ~ite on~. ~~:-~:~~1'.~
liquid solvents and plastic wa~tes were. as something that's very grave," said
released Air. Force ~r'¢P9.~;~~-::wasto.\
dumped and ~eft .to seep 1~to the Cubia Clay~on, deputy director of the ·hazard n~rly esca?;¥..c.'.~~.~~~:P.~.)
ground, according to a truck dnver for state Environmental Improvement
the report s autho.n~ \j::..,'?'~ ! /·' . .. 1 , ·:;
the defense contractor who used the Division. "It's going to require, obBut Beal had not forgotterrthe site.'··;
site.
.
.
viously, some drilling to see wtuit, if
While ~or king ~.":a ,tmrt·tit:n~ A~·~
The ~bandoned dut?p hes on Kirt- any, contaminants we can identify."
truck dnver, Bo&l~regulA.rfy..'..bauledJ
land Air Force Base IIl the bottom of
The ACF (American Car and Found- · wastes from the plant-to the base. He:;
Tijeras Arroyo. The. chemical wastes ry) plant at Broadway and Woodard SE · and olh;er drivers would: back' their~
may now be. polluting So.u~h Valley _ a cla~ifi~ contractor making nu· . trucks· mto shallow trenchCA,.,caz:v~~
wells, according to base officials. · . · .-·clear warbud comocments for what
· · ·~ · Continued qn A-4, '.";<;:_;_:: ·~d
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OJiDump at Kirtla11d ltiaJBe'Tainting l'alley Well~· ..

~·f ~?)

1~& 3~

,,

C..-ed From A·l

mun an)'1hlnK." uld Ray Krrt.orr.
hazardoua•wutr m1na 1 tr fort he

Into the arro,.bonom land. E•tnlual' ly, !he tnnchtaco•ercd eight acres.

llllt.

Richardton and stat• offlclal1
1grttd that a network or lest wells
downnrum from !ht dump •iU be

The tbou~ht IMt the dump'• liouid

i

~ wutet were waslung 1lowiy down' stream - and ,.1son1ng hi• own South

ne~dt-d to know for 1ury whfothin' lhc
•111u an: rt'•chl.n• I~ Vall~y

Valley well -lou trouble<! Be.al since
the dumpin1 ~-

Whttherlh• Air Force wlll hon
tno\JR'h

.No 1pecia.1 -..iures were Uktn_ to.
,• line Ille tn:n«* bonom.,_ lo k<tp 1he
i: liquid• from "'ching the. water. 11bl~
•lc.ulllan...IOOJect.below, he uld. lo-'
1teod the opte·lopped bernl• _tum·
bl«l into ihr .-che• when: theJiq::

t

.

~jd1_bled_d1~y_ln_r.o.1be ~ti,.

"We dldn't diak anything about it ar
·.the time." !Mil rtalled. "We were
• just •orkers. We thou11ht they (ACn
:. knew wbat U)lfwen: doing."
1·
•
.
t.
Clayroii said the nnn should lave
;,- known ~""" iwl lo UN! the arroyo
~-for a dump.
.
ieemi a lnle stnmge," he uid.
::·"Evm 11 a .-ll boy growing up in
::: Tularosa, I .,.. t.tught you don't dump
~ -thincs lo thetrroyo. Every one o(
j. them is subjdl to flub floods and
~--.aoontr or laaer It eod1 up down·
·~.•stream."
.
·;- Beal estimdil th.st at least fiv_LSS· · 11a1Jon drums wasteswen: -dum~
~lo the lrtVJ'V~ wee~me.Con' tained .oil-ba..tJ>l~ent~Otln:cs.hcld
: crqm~lomi.Jhi•tic.wut~.u.Jhick.
..:_as tnoiaues, lit Rid. Nooe cont.alned
;· ndioactive Willes. · ·
; ·. FindloJ .otn tuctly what chemic.al
::wa11u went llill the dump ii difficult.
: The· ttam1 1 Jr the dump bave DOC
. befll louDd : . •
',- LJke
f111111er ACF maintenance
.• worker -J.C. Jlirdon remembered rhe
1n1tea but ba4IO Idea what chemicals ·.

•• · qn-

.r

Bai,

;-

.N2!!>.e.rt.Medenblclt..or. AIT1.. New.
York office uid last wee~ .that all ~
C<!rds.from.tbe operation wen: turned
o~er __to the Atomic Energy Commis- ·
_•ion when the pL&nt doted.~
•f'!.1'.i'~!JICt now_ controls lhe
reco~~· .ind spo_k~sman ~:t::::m:ltt.
'fifrfco_nhi:med !hit the plant'' wutes,
mcluding some solvents ind pL&sucs..J.
'!ere pumped 11 the Kirtland aite ..
However.he.could nor~_what spo,.
~fie, chemicals were In the w~stcs .
Wen: trying to fmd out w~t kind .oC
(chem1~l) record• we have, he S4J'k

. But~ft~i'm
. "-'·._ ·im.=·· Oe'·-."'~-,-.-:i:=·-~'1
;the time, ·Wifltm Jackel, has amce ___i;seacc'lc:'r~ '""'°~-as.1 ..._,,.. .. ~
• died. General Electric spokrnnan
~~~n&.ro
·os<:ar ucl<eytcfuted to let the Jour·WJtbauLa.Jpe.cllk.illLILchcrnl.c.alJ
:Ml lntervlewtlrmer AC£..~~J!IOl'._~~ •. dumped.al-I~ 1ue,.11ate o!!iclal.i..salli~ruu workJlig 11the
lr.11.1mpo111ble IQ predict euctly_whaL.
the halth.dfecu.o!.the...wanc.s..mizht

'·they coa1.&1ned.
· Tbe p La ot •1.manager at

........

E!!!!!·

be_

.B.ecause no tests h1v~on.c.....1n..
the_ vol.atilc..orµnic..com·
PQ.UnQl.Urot'1&ted. with solvcnts.Jiow._
ever, neither_ lhe...Air..Forct..nor...thCsrm~~"'-"-~1her con111n_11\l\lo!!Jias~
l~ea.Jor.

OCCU11 ru.

... '! ., .....

:··

mon~y to

pay tor lh.e

1~1t1n1

rrnuma unclear. The tnimttr c11rttt·
ina the proRram, Myron Andrnon of
nonda'1 Tyndall /Ur Ferre &-"'. a.old
testing fund1 will be alloc.a1ed en I
priority basis If K.lnland'1 dumps
score low on the Air Fern's national
list. they may nol be rliaible for tell·
ln11 or even clunup funds.
State warer-quailry ~i.ali!1 ~nnls
McQuillao stresaed Iha! the Kjnl.and
dump poUurion probably Is not rtL&t«l
to "'veral other n1stinr poUurioa
problrm• In !he South v.11.,,._
He said, Ccr example, tho! tM c:Ontamination of the city's San Jose No. 6
weU - the source of which is btin1
10ugh1 through 1 •s:~dal •late drillinr
program - la entirely scp&ra~ from
the Kirtland dump. since the moorh of
Tijeras Am!yo Iiea J l\ mik1 do.,,_
:rr-....am from lbe ct:; Ttll.

irtim

weD- alx miles do,;;,!lrum
the·. narinr the South Valley. If that i! rhe
Similarly, thouch nitnte poUution ii
dump - Beal d~lded to revisit Tiler·, c.aoe, the areu moat lwly 1rrect«l- · pervuive in the Mownam V1rw area,
., Arroyo this spring. f1anked by curr would bP Mii ol the Rlo Grande and . which ,rtraddlet the arroyo·. movt~~
1tlchardJ!l~;·nrrtand"s ·envtronmem1l-«Mth.t ,._;., Bnnt···-,-.·~~""-JLc:QWU&n Wd th.ti pn>bler-. would DO(
planner, It didn't u.k.• .Beal lon11 re loBased on the amount or ... aatea
be related ro the KUtland dump. NI·
care the dump. ·
. ' dumped and' the.. arroyo' a · poroalry, ·· trates att lnorp.nlc cximpowida comUpon diJcovuinc the site, Richard-.. Rlchaniooa. estimatod ttlat pollution
mon in fenllluri and manun:. Still~
son lmmedl1lelv revised a nearly.:. from !hr d'ump ,,.ould re.ch &outh Val·
McQuillan a.aid umplt.1 will be m.tde
in Mountain View to Stt if O'lanie
fl!l]shed, required n:porto. under .. the:.. ky wells in lS 1Mf1.. ~ ,
Environmental Protection Aaency'a ,
Tbe dutap wa1 [\Nt used 27 yean
compounds ban eattred the ...,....,
Superfund proanm for cleanin1 up'· 120.
·.•
. ·. ;·
·
.
w11er.
'
·
1hen1tlon·sworl!dump1. ThtAlr· •
R!i:bard11ild be 11111 bat acme
IC larre 1mount1 of orvanle-be....d
Fore• n:port initially had given the· . doubts about !be potenri.11 har.ard ~
1Clvents wen: dumpt<l at u,., l\.irtl.l<ld
ACT dump a n:latlvtly low rankini·, cause a Kirtl.lnd well just upstream
Ille, slate officials said it may mt.In
Rlchardson'a rrvbion vaulted the
from tbe dump bu never shown signs
troublt for South Yau..,. weU• ainoit
dump lo fint place. lt oow shares rop. or contamination, He bu acnt some
rround-warer poUutioa La all b\ir im<l.
priority for funhe~ investieation with
of the well'• nrer
!or immediate
possible ro clean up.
an old on !hr bue Clump. located juar analysli He. could DO( u7 when the
"Ir's probably a bad mixture "r the
toU!h or Albuqutrque lotcruatlonal. rraults would be ready.
time you·re done,· said E.lvinier. the
· .•
AJ.nx>n'1 main run..-ay.
~use the wtU la upstream from
It.lie w11te apecLaliat.·"It could b.ave
Richardson cb.lnRed the aite's nnk-. the dump, the rraulu may DOI mean . aU kinds or ramif1c.trlons. •
lne bcaust, be said, It Is "feasib~" much.. "Th• fact that the wtll bas not • · Adde<l Cla)'1on: "Ir'• imporunt ttlat
!hit tbe du.alp's ~astea are contaml·' 1hown_ &n)'tbin& . ~ deem'!._ re.ally
we begin to look and look bard.·
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of D~p· Called Honest Error

lluTiad Elvinger ind Ptt•r hche,
11 w11 oup~ to be 1 compnhen- . w1 think In rot 1 blah qu.tllrj im>d·
In u1." Bohannon a.aid. No -n:b wu
Mste spcdalls!s for the mre, 12rc«l
sive report evaluatlnr every pottnti.11-~; uct ror our Air F'tlrt:t dollan; wd
ra.dr or cl111ir1r<l records, ruch 11
that the reneral d.lng•n or orranlc ,- · ly hu.ardou1 dump 11 · Klrtl.and Air· Herben Bohannon Jr~ the bau·1 c~f
tboae connna !he ACF pl.ant. he .. id. ~
10lvenl1 •re wtU l<nown. Th• mo11
Forre l>IJ<.
mvlronrnental planr>er.
Bohannon and Cliff R>chlrdton. 1lao
common ingrcditnl in 1uch 90lvenrs u ·.
But the repon had bttn printed ind··, Tbt report,.. .. !lone Oii c:onrnet by
a base enTlronmea1al plann.r,
• trl~h_loroerhene,orTCE.whichh /ne.arly nlut«l .,.hen !ht Air force ';Engln~rtni Sc~nct.. a prjnte firm
11rusedthatahonestdfortwumade
:·being found in mua.lclpal •ell• n&tlor.! ;··reall:tt<llt had 1tt1ou1ly undtr-ranlted·;.,.;lrom Allannt."·Btfort the firm'• enri- ;:•-to W1CXJYt1" lnlormarkla O<I &ll bu"
·,·widt.
·
_ ·
:
''• :1h~ ACF·dump, 1<hicli bu
bffl>:' n«n 1rri..d 11 tht ba,. las1 Au~rt. '· dumpt. •
.
'
i Su1pected of caual~I cancer. trE:. 1ttra•d11tho1D01t)1uardou1dumpoa,} Boh1nno1111lllbut reccrd1•rr•
':Thett wu ""l'>ealtancy, U •r did
;· • ·r.. ·
. ·.!;'-checked to plnpolnt poulblt problem; .•oftlrlook IOmething. ID la1rr My, "lley,
. 'poUullcn forced !he shu1d""11 of the'· the btl<!.
city's San Jost No. 6 well L&!t year,·.
Iksplle the Initial oversl~ht, Air·- litc.i. ·Approximately 70: uy ba1t • we OTerlook«l somethinr.·· Bohannon·
three city well• In TuclQn t.arher thi1
Force orfidlls insist rber are confiemployee• wen: Interviewed by Enii·
said. "You could spend th....., tuntt 11
year and wells on Lona hi.and io Ne"'
dent the report hu not ovtrlooked or
neerina Science.
much money ind three 11mer 11 much
York
_
unden:•llmatcd a.ny other al!N at II.Jn·
"We dua 11 fir is we could and ,..,
tim<. but there' a a point on Ille curve
N•RR•d by worries at>out hi! own
l&nd.
.... ,,
f01 aJl rl)e record& Ila! were av 11 lable when: you hne ro flop."
:--1
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.: : , - - .
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'·72 ·Study may
~uggest Kirtland
,.:)Oiluted water
By TOHY DAVIS
s;.. ·· reporter

. recently uncovered federal
report that gathered dust for 17
ye~s Is the rust document to
~·~'•port allegations that Kirtland
I
Force Base used to send
large am0unts of waste into an
1rroyo that mns past a south
!•'··· uquf'n1ue neighborhood now
s ff'ring from water pollution.
c:'he 1972 Erwironmental Protection Agency report cited what
it~5aid was a large difference
t ween the amount of water
C,. t the ba<;e said it used and the
amount that Kittland reported
went into the city sewer system
:i'~'l into huge waste storage
r ids on ba5e.
· i he discrepancy indicates "a
large volume of waste water, of
u"' :nown quality, is being disc rged to the storm drainage
s}':>cem," the EPA report said.
The storm sewer system feeds
iI"· 1 Tijeras Arroyo.
he report said all sanitary
s. :age - the kind that comes
from toilets and sinks - went
iI~~'.1 the city sewer system. But it
i
possible th;it industri;il
\\, ;tewater could have g<rne into
the arroyo, the EPA said.
'fo date, this is the only report
k •wn to have been written by a
g ernme11t agency showing
massive amounts of wa5te leaving Kirtland for the arroyo.
'"irtland officials say they only
n ~ntly learned of the EPA
reVort and they dispute its findings.
he long-forgotten report
c. 1e to light in the past few
m011ths as Kirtland officials
were preparing to study whether
ti .. · base's past waste disposal
p :tices had brought underg:,, •Hid water pollution from
nitrates and explosive comP'~!rnds to the l\lountainview
n '.hborhood.
state Environmental Improvement Division official, Amy
L1~yis, said slH' found the r<'JHllt
01
a bookslwlf in th•' st;1te
o• ·1·s a fP11· 11111nths ai~o Sh .. is

Mountainview
pollution woes
date to 1961
Mountainview, a rural
neighborhood south of Albuquerque, has been plagued
with nitrate pollution since
19()1.
In 1987, the state Environmental Improvement Division
also found evidence of pollution by nitroglycerin and
other explosive compounds
in the square-mile area.
.
No one has pinned down
the source of pollution, but in
May, the st.ate Environmental
Improvement Division listed
some possible sources including two old landfills and an
old explosives disposal area
at Kittland Air Force Base, an
ammunitions manufacturer in
Carnuel and a limestone quarry near Tijeras as well as
several other sources.
heading an investigation of the
pollution for the state agency.
Tijeras Arroyo swings out of
the Sandia-Manzano Mountain
area and passes west through
Kirtland. It then cuts southwest
from the base several miles
toward Mountainview. Just west
of the square-mile subdivision,
the arroyo empties into the Rio
Grande.
Today, the arroyo is concretelinecl as it pa5ses by Mountainview near Rio Bravo and Second
Street Southwest. But the lining
didn't go in until 1972.
That means that in earlier
years, pollutants could have
seeped through the arroyo and
into groundwater, state officials
have said.
The EPA report, which used
figures supplied by the base, said
Kirtland used 2.788 hillirm gallons of watPr in W7 l. But the
base sent only 1.05 billion gallons into the sewPr system and

its storage ponds, the report
such as Kirtland.
said.
"l dori't rernemlwr wril i11g any
Kirtland officials say they can
retractions or modifications to
account for much of the disthe report,'' Hathaway said.
crepancy EPA cited with water
Davidson. chief of special pro· that base residents and officials
jects for Kirtland's environrnPn: used to irrigate lawns and gart.al man:1µement division, said
dens. They also say that the
that he has no evidencP that
numbers they reported at the
Kirtland officials saw Hathtime also may not have been
away's report.
accurate.
Davidson said C.W. Haig .Jr., a
Standard calculations by the
now-retired Kirtland official who
·state engineer's office say that
escorted Hathaway through the
about 50 percent of all water
ba<;e in 1971, told him recently
used in a. household goes into
that he never got a copy.
the sewer system and 50 percent
If Haig, who now lives in South
goes outdoors, on lawns or
Carolina, had seen the report, he
gardens.
·
would have said, "It's a bunch of
But using the state's standard
hogwash," Davidson said.
calculations, there should be
Lewis, of the state environabout l.:l9 billion gallons of
mental dh·ision, said the report
wastewater going into the sewer
does not prove Kirt land caused
system. That leaves 300 million
pollution in !llountaimhew.
gallons of water used at Kirtland
"But it says to me that tlwy
in 1971, but unaccounted for in
(Kirtland officials) need to look
the sewer system, if EPA's figharder at their past dispos;il
ures were accurate.
'
practices,tt Lewis said. "Every
But, said Kirtland official
time I meet with them they say
Harry Davidson, "we had no
it's pretty outrageous to think
accurate number of how much thev could be tlH' source of ( t lw
sewerage was going into the city.
poliution). I think that report
All the numbers in there (the
shows it's maybe not so outEPA report) were estimated, and
rageous."
the only valid number is the one
To learn if it did cause Mounof what we pumped Crom the / tainview's pollution, Kirtland
ground."
later this month will drill one
William Hatha·."ay, the EPA
test wplJ each at the base's east
official who wrote the report,
and west ends to look for
said he is sticking by its concluPvirlPnce of contamination.
sions. He visited Kirtland for
three davs in September 1972
and sent "a copy of his report to
the base. He said he does not
recall getting a response at the
time. He moved to another job 2.t
EPA shortly after writing the
report. .
,
Today, Hathaway, 49, direct.<>
EPA's air, pesticides and tox.ics
division in Dallas. In 1972, he
was a lower-level EPA engineer
in Dallas. He was responsible for
investigating federal facilities
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